Nineteen hundred thirty-five. Forty-second annual report of the receipts and expenditures of the city of Laconia, New Hampshire for the year ending February 15, 1935, together with other annual reports and papers relating to the affairs of the city. by Laconia Town Representatives
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OF THE CITY OF LACONIA
City incorporated by Act of Legislature Approved March
24, 1893. First organization of city government, May 3, 1893.
Charles A. Busiel 1893-94
Samuel B. Smith 1895-96
Charles L. Pulsifer 1897-98
Edmund Tetley 1899-00
Jared A. Greene 1901-02
*Woodbury L. Melcher 1903-04
Benjamin F. Drake 1905-06
William F. Knight 1907-08
Alfred C. Wyatt 1909-10
George H. iSaltmarsh 1911-12
George B. Cox 1913-14
George P. Munsey 1915-16
Clarence E. Rowe 1917-18
John A. Mitchell 1919-20
Lewis H. Wilkinson 1921-22
Charles H. Perkins 1923-24
George E. Stevens 1925-26
Charles J. Hayford 1927-28
Charles O. Hopkins 1929
Charles E. Carroll 1930-31-32-33-34
^Deceased
ORGANIZATION
of the City Government
Tuesday, March 27, 1934.
At tea o'clock in the forenoon of the above date, mem-
bers-elect of the city council for the municipal year of
1934, and the members from the previous council, met for
organization at the city council room' agreeably to the pro-
visions of the city charter.
The oath of office was administered to the Mayor-elect,
Hon. Charles E. Carro.l, by Arthur H. Nighswander, Esq..
after which Mayor Carroll assumed the duties of his office.
The oath of office was also administered to the following
councilmen by Mr. Nighswander.
Ward 1—George W. Tarlson
Ward 2—J. Aime Dickner
Ward 3—Howard W. Byse
Ward A—George C. Stafford
Ward 5—Henry I. Burbank
Ward 6—Frank D. Sleeper
Prayer was then offered by the Rev. H. Carl Stein-
heimer after which the Mayor delivered his inaugural
address.
INAUGURAL ADDRL55
Members of the City Council, Ladies and Gentlemen:
The taxpayers of Laconia elected you men as members
of the City Council and myself as Mayor—because they
had confidence that we would conduct city affairs in a
business like manner. The past year 1933, we paid $40,-
250.00 on the indebtedness making a total reduction of
$174,000 within the last four years, without any bond
issues. I would recommend to the Members of the
Council that they consider the property owners' interest
this year the same as they did last as they are the ones
tha-t have to pay the bills.
I have recommended that the tax assessors, make
another reduction in the valuation of real estate this year.
I wish to publicly thank all those who paid their taxes
in advance last year and especially Scott & Williams, who
have paid; us $30,000.00 on 1934 taxes, yesterday.
I wish to thank all those- who came out to vote on
election day and especially the elderly people.
During the coming year the meetings of the City




for payment of bills against the city
All bills against the city must be approved by the per-
sons authorizing the charge; unless 1 this is done, no action
can be had upon the bill by the committee on accounts and
claims, and no order will be given for its payment.
When bills are certified to as above, and left with the
City Clerk not later than; Thursday at 12 o'clock M., pre-
ceding the last Monday of each month, they will be audited
by the committee on accounts and claims, and if approved
by them and allowed by the Council, will be ready for pay-
ment on the following Wednesday, at the office of the City
Treasurer.
Meetings of the committee on accounts and claims are
held on Friday preceding the last Monday of each month
at 7:30 P. M., at the City Clerk's Office.
CITY GOVERNMENT
LACONIA, N. H.
Inaugurated fourth Tuesday of March, yearly. Stated
meetings : The last Monday of each month at 7 :30 o'clock





Elected March 13, 1934, for one year. Office, 68 Pleasant street
Council
Elected March 13, 1934, for )ne year.
Ward 1—George W. Tarlson
Ward 2—J. Aime Dickner
Ward 3—Howard W. Byse
Ward A—George C. Stafford
Ward 5—Henry I. Burbank
Ward 6—Frank D. Sleeper
Standing Committees
Finance—The Mayor, Byse and Burbank.
Accounts and Claims—Burbank, Stafford and Sleeper.
Public Instruction—Byse, Burbank and Sleeper.
Roads and Bridges—Sleeper, Burbank, and Tarlson.
Fipc Department—Byse, Stafford and Dickner.
Parks dnd Commons—Dickner, Stafford and Sleeper.
Lighting Streets—Burbank, Byse and Tarlson.
Elections and Returns—Sleeper, Stafford and Dickner.
Engrossed Ordinances—Tarlson, Stafford and Byse.
Sewers—Byse, Burbank and Sleeper.
Police and Licenses—Stafford, Tarlson and Dickner.





Office: 68 Pleasant Street
City Treasurer
CLARENCE S. NEWELL
Office: 513 Main street
City Solicitor
HAROLD E. WESCOTT
Office: 653 Main Street
Board of Assessors
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
J. GRANT OUIMBY
Chairman
Elected March 22, 1932, for three years
CHARLES L. KIMBALL
Elected March 28, 1933, for three years
ARTHUR C. S. RANDLETT
Elected March 27, 1934, for three years
Collector of Taxes
MARTHA E. JOHNSON
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
Auditor
CHARLES F. AYERS
Residence, 26 Clark avenue
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Created by Act of Legislature, 1901. Elected by the City
Council. One member of said board to be chosen bi-
ennially on the fourth Tuesday of March to serve six
years. Office: 68 Pleasant street.
HARRY L. SMITH
President
Elected March 26, 1929 for six years
OSCAR L. HOYT
Secretary
Elected February 29, 1932, for five years
WILLIS G. WATSON
Elected March 28, 1933, for six years
City Engineer, Superintendent of Sewers and Street
Commissioner
CHARLES A. FRENCH
Appointed by Board of Public Works. Office: 68 Pleasant St.
Overseer of Poor
ARTHUR C. S. RANDLETT
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
City Physician
LESTER R. BROWN, M. D.
Office: 420 Main Street
Board of Health
J. GRANT OUIMBY, M. D.
Elected March 22. 1 932, for three years
Office: 679 Union Avenue
EARLE T. GAGE, M. D.
Secretary
Office: 644 Main Street
Elected March 28 1933, for three years
WILLIS E. FLOYD
Elected March 27, 1934, for three years.
P. 0. Address, The Weirs
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LACONIA PUBLIC LIBRARY
Trustees
Elected by the City Council for Three Years
JOHN S. GILMAN, Supt. of Schools, ex-officio
WILLIAM F. KNIGHT
ARTHUR W. DINSMOOR
For term ending March, 1935
FREDERICK W. FOWLER
LINNIE L. SLEEPER
For Term Ending March, 1936
WELLINGTON L. WOODWORTH
ALICE S. HARRIMAN













TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Created by Act of Legislature, Chapter 162, Laws of 1915
OSCAR L. H'OYT
Chairman
Elected by City Council, March 27, 1934, for three years
LILLIAN PAGE DOW
Secretary
Elected by City Council, August 29, 1932, for three years
CARL F. BLAISDELL
Elected by City Council, Nov. 27, 1933, for three years
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Police Commission
Appointed by the Governor with the advice and approval of
the Council by Act of Legislature of 1913.
CHARLES J. PITMAN
Chairman
Term expires September 1, 1937
CLARENCE E. ROWE
Clerk
Term expires September 1, 1936
JOHN M. GUAY
Term expires September 1, 1935
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Chief of Police
GEORGE N. HUBBARD
Appointed by Police Commission, January 1, 1934
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
Deputy Chief of Police
CHARLES E. DUNLEAVEY
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MUNICIPAL COURT
Established by Act of Legislature, entitled "An Act Estab-
lishing Municipal Courts and Abolishing Existing Police
Courts", Chapter 30, Laws of 1915.
Justice
HARRY E. TRAPP









GEORGE N. HUBBARD JOHN M. GUAY






First Assistant—EDISON H. KENNEDY
Second Assistant—HENRY H. SHOREY
Third Assistant—EDWIN C. SARGENT
Fourth Assistant—JOSEPH H. ROUGHER
OTHER CITY OFFICERS
Board of Supervisors of Checklists
George M. Bridges, Chairman. Elected by City Council.
Ward 1, Joseph T. Guay; Ward 2, William D. Kempton;
Ward 3, Kenneth J. Tilton ; Ward 4, Floyd H. Lougee;
Ward 5, Frank H. Stone; Ward 6, Ernest A. Stone. Claude
W. Foster. Elected at bienniel election November 6, 1934,
for two years.
Park Commissioners
Elected by City Council. Alfred C. Wyatt. Chairman,
for term ending March, 1938. Eliza Soule, for term end-
ing March, 1935 ; Bernice M. Seaverns, Secretary for term
ending March 1939 ; Clarence E. Rowe, Treasurer, for term
ending March, 1936; Walter E. Dunlap, for term ending
March, 1937.
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Surveyors of Lumber
Pearl S. Lovejoy Charles L. Kimball
*Lew K. Perley Frank R. Ricker
Michael J. Sullivan Henry I. Burbank
Measurers of Wood and Bark
Edwin J. Roberts *Peter Dutile
*Bie J. Hutton Michael J. Sullivan
Weighers of Hay, Straw, Coal axd Other Articles
Charles L. Kimball *Fred Barrett
*Bie J. Hutton Olin A. Lang
*Peter Dutile *Melvin M. Frye
Everett L. Evans *Newman W. Hoff
Edwin J. Roberts *Norton W. Lindsey
Delphis Dutile Edward Grant
*W. J. Knowles Perley Johnson
*Ray Geer Harold J. Thompson





Measurer of Brick and Plastering
Charles A. French
Measurers of Painting
Charles A. French John M. Guay
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Board for Examination of Plumbers
*Earle J. Gage Charles A. French
*Claude C. Dame
Fence Viewers
*Ulysses S. Prescott *Charles Henry Smith
*Arthur A. Tilton
Licensed Plumbers
Claude C. Dame Joseph J. Morin
Joseph H. Valliere Timothy P. Reicly
Albert Labranche George E. Valliere
Leon Labranche Stewart G. Noyes
Thomas H. Walsh Adolphus P. Bisson
Raymond Landry George Poire
Bertram G. Walker Romeo J. Gouin
Registrar of Motor Vehicles
Earl Flanders








Elected at biennial election November 6, 1934, for two years
Ward 1—John E. Hoey
Ward 2—John X. Twombley
Ward 3—Lew K. Perley
Ward A—Thomas P. Cheney
Ward 5—Truman S. French
Ward 6—Harry L. Smith
Ward Clerks
Elected at biennial election November 6, 1934, for two years
Ward 1—James H. Watson, Jr.
Ward 2—J. Aime Dickner
Ward 3—Albert B. Newell
Ward 4—Theo ,S. Jewett
Ward 5—Frank D. Sullivan
Ward 6—Georee P. Collins
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Selectmen'
Elected March 8, 1932, for three years
Ward 1—George W. Varrell
Ward 2—Oscar St. Jacques
Ward 3—*Aubrey A. Nelson
Ward 4—Joseph R. Chase
Ward 5—Harry Rivers
Ward 6—*Edward M. Sanders
Elected March 14, 1933 for three years
Ward 1—Carldwin Hunkins
Ward 2—Henry A. Gauthier
Ward 3—Owen S. Paine
Ward 4—Theodore Brown
Ward 5—*Nelson Mitchell
Ward. 6—Libbeus E. Hayward
Elected March 13, 1934, for three years
Ward 1—Rubin Wein
Ward 2—Joseph Simoneau
Ward 3—Eugene F. Dean
Ward 4—Samuel P. Philbrick
Ward 5—Frank E. Pearson
Ward 6—*Haven E. Corliss
* Elected hy City Council to fill vacancy
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Inspectors of Election
Appointed by the Justice of the Superior Court, November 5,
1934, for two years.


























In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Thirty-Four:
A RESOLUTION tendering a discount on real estate
taxes paid before August 5th 1934.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
That the tax collector be authorized to receive deposits
to apply towards the payment of taxes when taxes are
assessed or payable.
Deposits made or taxes paid shall be subject to dis-
counts as follows
:
On or before April 5th . . V '<
On or before May 5th 3 l/'2 c/c
On or before June 5th 3%
On or before July 5th .... 2V2%
On or before August 5th 2%
Except t^at no discounts shall be made on poll taxes
-or bank stock.
Passed and approved March 27, 1934.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
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In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Thirty-Four:
A RESOLUTION making appropriations for the year
ending February 15, 1935.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as-
follows:
That the following appropriations lie made for the
year ending February 15, 1935, which appropriations shall
be in full for all expenditures in each department named :
State Tax
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Drain repairs and maintenance 1,200.00
Sanding sidewalks 1,500.00
Collection of Ashes and Waste 5,000.00
Sewer maintenance 3,600.00
Street Oiling 9,500.00
Recovering Sidewalks 2,8 !
Winter Expenses 17,000.00
Purchase of Equipment 2,000.00
Sidewalks
McGrath St. W. Side . 519.00
Webster St. N. Side 508.00
Holman St. N. Side 611.00
No. Main St. Oak to Folsom 1,099.00
Joliette St. Both sides 1.414.00
So. Main St. E. Side 540.00
Orchard St. W. Side 625.00
Pleasant St. E. Side 900.00
Dartmouth St. Pt. both sides 1,050.00
Oak St. IS. Side PL to M. 868.00
Oak St. N. Side M. to Messer 1,465.00





Sewer Construction 1.033 03
Marsh Hill Road 875.03
Elliott St., materials, etc. 3,383.00
Walk on Bridge at Weirs
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Wagner lot, purchase 600.00
Moth Work, and Forestry 1,600.00
Maintenance City Offices 2,400.00
Public Health Nurse 2,000.00
Memorial Day 300.00
Old Age Assistance 4,000.00
Skating Rink 1,400.00
Playgrounds 1,200.00
Weirs Comfort Station 100.00
Auditing 300.00
Hydrant Service 4,000.00
Laconia Hospital (All for aid of dependents
requiring treatment) 4,000.00
Public Library 5,800.00
Public Wharf Ward 6 100.00
Rent of Pearl Street Grounds 225.00
Veteran's Reunion 500.00
Payment City Hail Bonds 2,000.00
Payment School District Bonds 11,250.00
Payment Sewer and Funding Bonds 7,000.00
Payment Sewer and Road Bonds 3,000.00
Payment Improvement Bonds 3,000.00
Payment Serial Notes 1,500.00
Payment Trust Fund Notes 2,000.00
Payment Bridge and Highway Bonds 4,000.00
Payment Street and Sidwalk Bonds 2,500.00
$503,852.57




In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred' and
Thirty-Four:
A RESOLUTION raising money by taxation for the year
ending February 15, 1935.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
That there shall be raised and there is ordered to be
raised ion the polls and estate liable to be taxed within
said City the sum of four hundred fifty-seven thousand
eight hundred fifty-eight and thirty-one hundreths ($457,-
858.31) Dollars to defray the necessary expenses and
charges of the city for the financial year ending February
15, 1935.
Passed and approved April 30, 1934.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Thirty-Four:
A RESOLUTION authorizing the Mayor to sign a deed
conveying Endicott Rock Park, so-called, to the State
New Hampshire.
Be is Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia
as follozvs:
That the Mayor of the City of Laconia be and is
hereby authorized to make and execute a deed to the State
of New Hampshire of the Endicott Rock Park, so-called,
siuated at the Weirs, so-called, in said Laconia.
Passed and approved. May 28th, 1934.
CHARLES E. CARROLL.
Mayor.
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In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Thirty-Four:
A RESOLUTION authorizing temporary loans to an
amount not exceeding Two Hundred Thousand Dol-
lars in anticipation of the taxes of the present Muni-
cipal year.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
That for the purpose of meeting current expenses of
the City, the City Treasurer be and hereby is authorized
and empowered to make temporary loans from time to time
for the use of said; City of sums not exceeding the aggre-
gate amount of $200,000.00, said loans being in the anti-
cipation of the taxes of the present municipal year and
hereby expressly made payable therefrom, and to give for
such loan subject to the written approval of the Committee
on Finance, notes of the City, each note to become due and
payable within one year from its date. Said notes shall be
signed by the Mayor, and City Treasurer and counter-
signed by the City Clerk, shall be registered in the books
kept for that purpose in the offices of the City Treasurer
and City Clerk respectively.
This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed and approved June 19, 1934.
CHARLES E. CARROLL.
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Thirty-Four:
AN ORDINANCE authorizing the Chief of Police to
designate parking places for taxies in Veterans Square.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follows:
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Section 1—The Chief of Police of the City of Laconia
is hereby authorized to designate and cause to be marked
off in Veterans Square parking spaces to be used ex-
clusively by taxies.
Section 2—It shall be unlawful for any person, firm
or corporation to park a motor vehicle in any space so
designated.
Section 3—Any person, firm or corporation violating
any of the provisions of this Ordinance shall be punished
by a fine not exceeding five dollars.
Passed and approved, May 28th, 1934.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred, and
Thirty-Four:
AN ORDINANCE relating to the licensing of motor
vehicles for: the carrying of passengers for hire.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follows:
Section 1—No person, form or corporation not au-
thorized thereto by the Public iService Commission of the
State of New Hampshire, shall carry any passenger or
passengers for hire or for any consideration whatsoever
by any motor vehicle within the limits of the City of
Laconia without first having obtained therefor a license
from the Mayor' and City Council.
Section 2—The Mayor and City Council, upon applica-
tion, shall issue a license required by Section 1 hereof to
any person, firm or corporation who shall apply therefor,
who has filed with the City Clerk an insurance policy
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issued by any company authorized to do business in the
State of New Hampshire, providing for the payment of
damages caused to any person or property through any
default or negligence in the operation of the licensed vehicle,
in an amount to at least five thousand ($5,000) dollars
for one person and ten thousand $10,000) dollars for two
or more persons of the number of passengers said vehicle
is licensed to carry, and to an amount of five thousand
($5,000) dollars for property damage, upon payment by the
applicant of a license fee of ten ($10) dollars, plus one
($1.00) dollar for each of the number of passengers said
vehicle is licsened! to carry.
Section 3—Applications for licenses hereunder shall
be made in writing, and shall set forth the name and
residence of the applicant, the make, number and seating
capacity of the vehicle desired to be licensed, the number
under which the motor vehicle is registered by the Com-
missioner ofi Motor Vehicles of the State of New Hamp-
shire, and the number of passengers the applicant desires
said vehicle licensed to carry.
Section -1—Licenses issued hereunder shall continue
in effect until the end of the calendar year during which
they are issued, unless sooner revoked by the Mayor and
City Council. The Mayor and City Council shall revoke-
any license issued hereunder if the insurance policy required
before the license is issued expires or is cancelled, or the
insurance company issuing the same shall cease to be author-
ized to do business within the State of New Hampshire.
A license issued hereunder may be revoked by the Mayor
and City Council at any time for cause.
Section 5—Any person, firm or corporation violating
the provisions of this ordinance shall be fined not exceeding
twenty ($20) dollars for each offense.
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Section 6—An ordinance passed and approved June
16, 1915 entitled, "An ordinance relating to the licensing
of motor busses and regulating the operation thereof in the
City of Laconia," is hereby repealed.
Section 7—This ordinance shall take effect upon i.s
passage.
Passed and approved December 31st, 1934.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Thirty-Four:
AN ORDINANCE repealing on Ordinance entitled, "An
Ordinance relating to the licensing of motor vehicles
for the carrying of passengers for hire."
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follows:
1. An Ordinance entitled, "An Ordinance relating to
the licensing of motor vehicles for the carrying of passen-
gers for hire," passed and approved December 31. 1934, is
hereby repealed.







Mertie C. Lougee, Chairman 20 Orange Ct.
F. E. Normandin 135 Church St.
Wayne M. IPlummer 280 Pleasant St.
Jennie H. Simpson, Sec. 823 Union Ave., Lakeport
Chester L. Smart 317 Pleasant St.
E. J. Roberts 150 Pleasant St.
Clerk
John S. Gilman 93 Whipple Ave.
Standing Committees
Finance : Mrs. Lougee, Mr. Plummer, Mr. Roberts.
Fuel : Mr. Normandin, Mrs. Simpson, Doctor Smart.
Repairs : Mr. Roberts, Mr. Normandin, Doctor Smart.
Teachers: Mrs. Lougee, Mrs. Simpson, Mr. Plummer.
SUPERINTENDENT OF ISCHOOLS
John S. Gilman; Office High School, Union Ave.
Office Hours: School Days, 8:30 to 9:00 a. m. and 4:00
to 5:00 p. m. Saturday, 9:00 to 11 :00 a. m.
Secretary: Nell L. Doane, 12 Pleasant St.
Office Hours: School Days, 8:15 to 12:45 and 2:15 to 5:00,
Saturday, 9:00 to 11:00.
SCHOOL NURSE
Marion E. Mellinger, 12 Pleasant St.
Office at High School, Hours 8:30 to 9:15 on School Days.
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HIGH SCHOOL
Verne M. Whitman, Headmaster
Harry F. Wiley, Science
Adelaide J. Ryan, Science
Lucy M. Lundell, Latin
Edith L. Swain, English
Elizabeth M. O'Shea, English
William A. Mahoney, English
Erina E. Tetley, English
Jennie Bujnievicz, English
Eleanor M. MacAulay, English
Grace A. Farnum, Mathematics
Kathleen C. Davison, Mathematics
Jennie Munkittrick, Mathematics
Kathleen S. Edmands, Dean, French
Wilfred Creteau, French
Gladys P. Chase, History
Virginia A. Park, History
Eleanor H. Stott, History
Florence K. McLean, History
Margaret R. McCooey, Geography
Dorothy Kingsbury, Home Economics
Charlotte J. Colby, Home Economics
Nell L. Doane, Commerce
Stanley E. Spencer, Commerce
Ernestine McCrillis, Commerce
Mildred E. Thompson, Commerce
Rolland R. Gove, Mechanic Arts
Edgar M. Royce, Mechanic Arts
John S. Hobson, Mechanic Arts































R.F.D. 5 LakeportRangvald Olsen, Mechanic Arts
Paul H. Kinney, Biology, Physical Director 93 Fenton Ave.
Alice H. Jackson, Jr. Bus. Tr., Phy. Dir. 426 Union Ave.
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ACADEMY STREET
Hilda A. Brooks I 533 Main St.
Marion R. Thurston I-TI 533 Main St.
Helen Agrafiotis II 14 Messer St.
Ruth N. Kelley III 658 Union Ave., Lakeport
R'ena H. Young III-IV 376 Main St.
Marjorie Chase IV 99 Baldwin St.
BATCHELDER STREET
Irma G. Snyder V 371 -A Main St.
Virginia S. Douglass V-VI 348 Main St.
Katherine McLaughlin VI 75 Batchelder St.
GILFORD AVE.
Estella F. Day I-II 95 Fair St.
Bertha R. Varney III-IV 12 Pleasant St.
Blanche Weymouth V-VI 127 Court St.
HARVARD STREET
Winnifred E. Atwood I-II 35 North St., Lakeport
Elinor C. Varney II-III 12 Pleasant St.
Marie A. Gingras III-IV 53 Harvard St.
Florence L. Fisher V 123 Dartmouth St.
J. Hazel Duke VI 15 Rovve Ct.
MECHANIC STREET
Evelyn M. Staples I 62 Washington St., Lakeport
Lillian I. Garey II 35 North iSt., Lakeport
Margaret Demers III 14 Lyford St.
Margaret J. Twombly IV 15 Washington St., Lakeport
Virginia A. Bell V. 107 School St., Lakeport
Ruth E. Youno- VI 376 Main St.
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WASHINGTON STREET
Rosetta F. Dame I-II 40 Fairmount St., Lakeport
Laura D. Phillips III-IV 12 Pleasant St.
Muriel M. McCullough V-VI 124 School St., Lakeport
THE WEIRS SCHOOL
Gertrude M. George 192 Elm St., Lakeport
SPECIAL TEACHERS
Carolyn Wright, Music 753 Main St.
Grace Horr, Art 440 Main St.
TRUANT OFFICER
Amedee J. Dupont 15 Joliet St.
JANITORS
Albert Cowan 75 Whipple Ave.
George E. Thyng 504 Union Ave.
Mrs. Susan P. Davis 65 Washington St., Lakeport
Harry G. Strathern 55 Bowman St.
George Lavertue The Weirs
Albert C. Champney 64 Gilford Ave.
HEADMASTER'S CLERK
Helen Smith R. F. D. 5, Lakeport
No school signal on fire alarm at 7:30 A. M. and
12:15 P. M.
1-1-1 dismisses grades 1-6
1-1-1-1-1-1 dismisses all grades including the high
school.
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CALENDAR
Opening clay September 10
Columbus Day and State Teachers' Assn., October 11-12
Armistice Day November 12
Thanksgiving recess Nov. 28 to Dec 3
First term closes December 21
Second term opens January 2
Second term closes February 1
5
Third term opens February 25
Third term closes April 19
Fourth term opens April 29
Memorial Day May 30
Fourth term closes June 21
HIGH SCHOOL CALENDAR
Opening day September 10
Columlbus Day and State Teachers' Assn. October 11-12
Armistice Day November 12
Thanksgiving recess Nov. 27 to Dec. 3
First term closes December 21
Second term opens January 2
Second term closes February 15
Third term opens February 25
Third term closes April 19
Fourth term opens April 29
Memorial Day May 30
Fourth term closes June 21
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
To the Honorable Mayor and Council:
The School Board appreciates your consideration and
co-operation in studying the needs of the school depart-
ment and granting a more reasonable appropriation to con-
duct the business this year.
In the following pages you will find a concise report
of finances, conditions, and activities in our public schools
compiled by your Superintendent. I hope everyone in our
City will read these records carefully. For it is the( pur-
pose of the Board to offer a high grade but practical
school to the boys and girls of this community.
The subject of a supplementary building at high
school should not be discarded. Every parent knows the
value of an orderly schedule, the opportunity of classroom
study and recitation, and has the privilege of knowing
that the child is either in school or at home. The present
conditions do not permit these rights. The surveys have
shown that the other school buildings could not house
the great number of pupils. In behalf of the anxious
parent and the obligation we owe posterity. I urge you to
recommend this matter to the incoming city officials for
their serious and deliberate consideration
Laconia School Board,
(signed) Mertie C. Lougee,
Chairman.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT




Flags and appurtenances 21.60
Other Expenses of Instruction 960.55
Operation and Maintenance of School Plant
Janitor (Service 5.186.48,
Fuel 4.417.89
Water, Light, and Janitors' Supplies 2,466.41
Minor Repairs and expenses 952.40
Auxiliary Agencies and Special Activities
:
Medical Inspection 1,364.61
Transportation of Pupils 2,254.40
Other Special Activities 1,123.24
Fixed Charges
:
Tax for State Wide Supervision 3,522.00
Insurance and Other Fixed Charges 1,326.77
Outlay for Construction and Equipment:
New Equipment 263.73
Debt, Interest and Other Charges
:
Payment of principal of debt 1 1 .250.00-
Payment of Interest on debt. 4,556.25
$123,799.84
Total Cash on Hand at End of Year (June, 1934) 16.52
$123,816.36
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board of Laconic:
Your attention and the attention of the citizens of
Laconia is called to the following table which shows the













1933-1934 988 325 611 1835
These columns are self-explanatory and need no com-
ment as it is readily seen that the membership in all of the
schools is constantly increasing.
Table No. 2.
Data for School Year Ending June, 1934
Grades 1-6 7-8 9-12 Totals
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Harvard St 31 23 21 25 25 34 159
Mechanic St. 27 23 27 35 27 24 163
Washington St 24 19 23 18 22 21 127
The Weirs 4 3 2 1 3 5 18
Total 897
Table No. 3 B.





Average Membership 1392 1835
Current Cost of Schools $120,068.87 $107,993.59
Average Cost per pupil 86.26 59.40
Average Cost per pupil for
Teachers' Salaries 56.76 41.00
Average Cost Per Pupil for
Books and Supplies 3.96 2.00
Average Number of Pupils Per
Teacher
Grades 1-6 30 35
Grades 7-8 31 32
Grades 9-12 15 28
The average number of pupils per teacher in New
Hampshire High Schools last year was 21. In Laconia last
year this average was 30, and this year it will be even
larger.
It would seem that no further comment is necessary
as every one must realize what the results are going to
be if the present conditions are allowed to continue.
Through an increased appropriation last spring and by
a vote of the School Board the salaries of teachers and
other employees were returned to the 1931-1932 level. Of
course, adjustments had to be made in the case of teachers
who were hired between 1932 and the present year. It has
been possible also> to replace many worn out and obsolete
textbooks, especially in the elementary grades and the
Junior High School grades. It has been possible also to
make some very much needed repairs which had been put
off for some time.
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The annual report of 1934 showed in detail the enroll-
ment ini each room of the elementary schools and offered
suggestions regarding conditions at each building. Enroll-
ment in these schools has not changed materially from
last year with the exception of the Washington Street,
and the lower grades at Gilford Avenue.
It would seem at the present time that it would be
necessary to have an additional teacher at each of these
buildings next year.
As has already been indicated it was possible because
of the increased appropriation last spring to make some
much needed and long deferred repairs during the sum-
mer. The big items are as follows : At Academy Street
the roof was put in first-class condition, the chimney was
topped out, one class room and all of the corridors and'
stairways were redecorated. At Gilford Avenue the
interior of the building, including all of the class rooms,
halls, and stairways, were repainted. This work, which
had (been needed for a long time, made a very agreeable
change in the appearance of the interior of the building.
The roof at this building also was repaired. At The Weirs
school the roof was covered with high grade fire-resisting
shingles.
At the high school the gymnasium floor, which was
badly heaved as a result of water coming into the building
from the brook on Easter Sunday, was taken up, the
cement was given a coat of water proofing, new flooting
timbers were laid, together with a new floor. Considerable
plastering had to be done as a result of the water forcing
off the plaster on the walls of the gymnasium. The
damming up of the brook and the turning of the current
so that a great volume of water entered the ground floor
of the high school building was not due to negligence or to
the fault of any person.
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A reoccurance of such an accident will not be possible
in the future because of the splendid piece of work that
has been done in the rear of the high school building by
funds provided by the P. W. A. It is hoped that this
work may be completed during the spring months. It
has already added much space to the playground facilities
by the leveling of the entire area north of the footfjall
field and the building of a retaining wall on the north side
of the lot. At the end of the field another retaining wall
is under process of construction which will greatly add to
the attractiveness of the pine grove. The officials of the
City Engineer's Department have been most co-operative
in this work.
In the e'ementary schools there were two changes i r
teachers due to the marriage of Miss Foss at Harvard
Street and Miss Evans at Batchelder Street. Their places
were filled by the election of Miss Fisher and Miss'
Douglass, both graduates of Plymouth Normal School.
At the high school Miss Aldrich resigned in November
to be married, and her place was filled by the transfer
of Miss Bujnievicz from the French Department and her
work was taken over by Mr. Creteau, a graduate of New
Hampshire University, who did his cadet teaching in
Laconi?
Last spring the elementary schools sponsored an art
exhibit, the proceeds of which were used to purchase a
beautiful picture for each building
In June there was an exhibit of art work of each
school in the elementary buildings, and then selections were
exhibited at the high school building in connection with the
annual exhibit of the practical arts.
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Last spring the boys and girls of our high school in
the annual Scholarship Contest for the high schools of
the State conducted at the normal schools, won first place
in Latin, first in Home Economics, and stood seventh in
English Grammar.
During the six years that these contests have been
held Laconia High School has won first place in Home
Economics twice, in English Grammar twice, in United
States History, Mechanic Arts, and Latin once each.
Again last year the High School was presented with
Phi Kappa Phi Scholarship Award by the University of
New Hampshire for the second consecutive year, although
last year this honor was shared by Robinson Seminary.
This Award is given each year to the high school whose
graduates have the highest scholarship averages as fresh-
men in the University.
Both the Boys' and the Girls' Glee Clubs won first
place in the All-State Contest last spring.
The school had the distinction of sending an acap-
pella choir to broadcast over a National hook-up last
fall.' Miss Wright, our Music Supervisor, received many
favorable comments from different parts of the United
States regarding this broadcast.
The High School Debating team was one of the
four teams chosen by competition for the New Hamp-
shire contest at Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, last spring
and won second place, losing by one point only.
In the New Hampshire One-Act Play Producing Con-
test for plays by pupils of high schools the play written
by Audrey Burbank of the class of 1934 was awarded
first place in the Play Production Contest held in Laconia.
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Sam Clevenson, another senior, last year won first
place for students in New Hampshire high schools in an
annual sports feature writing contest for the state, con-
ducted by the National Society of Quill and Scroll and
Honorable Mention in the National Contest.
The Evening Schools opened in October for two terms
of ten weeks each. Classes were established in English,
Commerce, Home Economics, and Mechanic Arts, as
these were the departments for which enrollments were
sufficient to warrant classes. The enrollment and atten-
dance; in most of these classes has been very satisfactory
until recently when it became necessary to discontinue the
class in cooking and to combine two classes in typing and
two in shorthand.
Largely through the efforts of F. E,. Normandin
three classes in English were started this year. The atten-
dance has been very good and splendid spirit and interest
has been manifested.
It seems unfortunate that more people have not taken
advantage of the opportunities of adult education made
possible (by Federal funds. The only Federal project
in adult education that has been requested in Laconia is
one in leather work and block printing. This was estab-
lished last spring and was continued through the fall
months. At the present time rug making has been added
to the other branches.
Volunteer classes in physical education for men and
women have been organized, and a class for the study and
discussion of current events under the volunteer leadership
of Reverend Robert Richardson has been maintained.
The other Federal project in connection with the
schools is the maintenance of two nursery schools in the
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Gilford Avenue and the Academy Street buildings. The
purposes of these nursery schools are
:
1. To develop the physical and mental well being
of the pre-school child.
2. To assist parents in meeting the needs of their
child.
3. To restore unemployed teachers and other
workers to service.
They are designed especially for the age range of 2
to 4 years but they may be extended to include 5-year old
children.
The children must come from needy or underprivileged
homes.
A nursery school must have en enrollment of at least
20 children. The local school system furnishes the place
of meeting, heating, and necessary supplies. An amount
equal to one-fifth of the total expenditure for salaries
is available for supplies.
There is one head teacher, and one full-time assistant
and a third one who has charge of the health and diet
in charge of each schooL
The teachers must meet the standards for certification.
The teachers and other workers are paid from Federal
Emergency Relief Administration funds allotted to the
State! Board of Education.
Federal funds are available for the purchase of food
for luncheons. An estimate of approximately 12 cents
per day per child is spent for food.
Much of the equipment of these schools was provided
by the local Rotary Club. During the current year the
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Rotary Club has spent several hundred dollars in its work
for needy children. Laconia Teachers' Association has
also been very generous in supplying articles of clothing
throughout the school year and at graduation for many
boys and girls
Mention should also <be made of the gift to the High
School by the Misses Nelson of much valuable equipment
owned by the late William Nelson.
To all other individuals and organizations who have
contributed in any way to the welfare and happiness of
our boys and girls appreciation and thanks are extended.
It is difficult to make any recommendations that have
not already been made ; as emphasized again and again
the big outstanding need is MORE ROOM FOR THE
HIGH SCHOOL.
Until this need is met our teachers are going to bei
overworked, our boys and girls are going to be handicapped,
and will suffer as a result of Laconia failing to provide
necessary school facilities.
The Superintendent appreciates the loyalty and faith-
fulness of the teachers, the co-operation of the School
Board, and of all others who have by their thought fulness
and their efforts aided his work in behalf of the iboys)
and the girls of this city.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN S. GILMAN.
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GRADUATING EXERCISES
Program
Music, March Romaine Gounod
High School Orchestra.
Prayer, Rev. Charles J. Jones
Music, Double Trio, Flower of Dreams Clokcy
Edna Lorein Burleigh Mary Irene Ringer
Audrey Elenah Burbank Felicia Alice Tilton
Lois Clark Hudson Pearl Milicent Woodman
Salutatory and Essay, Working One's Way
Florence Harvey Collins
Oration, Swimming in New Hampshire
*John Christopher Schaffer
Essay, Why Study History?
*Iola Irene Novicki
Music, Vocal /Solo, "The Wind's in the South"
John Prindle Scoti
Edna Lorein Burleigh
Class Oration, The Los Angeles Plan Extended
IDexter Kilborn Pedrick
Essay, Landmarks of Old New Hampshire
*N|atalie Agnes Haddock
Essay and Valedictory, Our Greatest Need
*Dorothy Virginia Wells
Music, Song With Words Tschaikozvsky
Orchestra
Presentation of Diplomas
F. EJ Normandin, Esq.
Laconia School Board






































































































To the Honorable Mayor and Members
of the City Council:
The past year has been a very notable one in the
history of the Laconia Hospital. It was stated to you in
our report of last year that more) room must be provided
in order to care for the many in need of hospital service
that could not be admitted.
We were confronted with a serious problem that had
to have attention. The enlargement has been made and
we now have accommodations for over one hundred patients.
While our debt had to be largely increased we are confident
that with the continued support of Laconia and' the towns
that center here and the help and co-operation of all tihe
people our financial problem will be taken care of, and we
shall continue to maintain a hospital of the highest grade.
You will read with interest the annual report of 1 Miss
Williams, superintendent and will be satisfied that the
course outlined and carried through by the trustees of the
hospital in making the enlargement was fully justified.
LACONIA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
By WILLIAM F. KNIGHT
Secretary.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
LACONIA HOSPITAL
To the President and Board of Trustees:
It is with some satisfaction of accomplishment that I
submit my annual report of 1934.
The undertaking of enlarging a hospital while main-
taining the routine care of the sick, is not enjoyed by any
Superintendent. Due, however, to the efficient manage-
ment of Lawrence B. Holt, chairman of the building com-
mittee, and of contractor W. M. Bisson and the united co-
operation of his workmen, very little inconvenience was
experienced.
The chief accomplishment of the year was the build-
ing of the East Wing.
April second, the ground was broken and the rapidity
withi which this building was erected was amazing.
September Seventeenth, the first patients were moved
into the O'Brien twelve-bed ward, and by the last of the
month, all rooms in this wing were occupied. This addi-
tion of twenty-three beds gives us a capacity of eighty
adult beds.
The nursery was increased from fourteen bassinettes
to twenty-five. This new maturnity department is provided
with sound-proof partitions. Included in this suite is a
labor1 and a case room, bathing formula, utility and steril-
izing rooms.
A large window in the corridor gives a full view of
babies) in the nursery which greatly delights fond parents
and friends.
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The decoration by Mr. Lionel Carignan of the walls
in this room with a nursery rhyme frieze in blue, and a
stork in colors on the door entering this department, is the
cause of much favorable comment.
On September Eighteenth, the transfer was made from
the old operating rooms to the new suite in the East Wing,
and that same evening, it was used when an emergency!
operation was necessary.
This new suite, with one minor and two major oper-
ating rooms, has proved so workable that three operations
can be conducted at the same time. The central supply
room has greatly simplified supervision and making of
dressings and supplies, and we believe will make an, econ-
omical showing.
The same number of nurses is adequate though the
amount of work has increased al great deal.
The attractively furnished room for the doctors is
appreciated by the staff.
Due to the increase of the hospital family, the culinary
department was equipped with the following labor-saving
devices : an electric mixer, potato peeler, broiler, vegetable
steamer and a steam kettle. A larger gas oven was also
installed.
A new dining room, was provided for employees, the
old one having been transformed into a diet kitchen fori
special diets. This also provides a dietitic laboratory for
student nurses' class work.
The former office of the Superintendent is now an
attractive dining room for the Superintendent and gradu-
ate staff. This is separated by a glass partition from; the
nurses' dining room, which has been enlarged. The serving
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room has been renovated and provided with a steam table
and coffee and hot water urns.
To accommodate the housing of a larger class than
usual of preliminary students entering October First, the
Page cottage acquired last year, was renovated and fur-
nished. This provides accommodation for a graduate nurse
supervisor and twelve students.
Credit is due Mrs. Alice Harriman, as chairman of
the furnishing committee, for assisting in the selection
of furnishings for the Cottage, the East Wing, and many
of the privately furnished rooms.
The Rotarians provided funds for purchasing the
Simmons beds for the East Wing.
The various bands, of the Hospital Aid, in most
cases provided the articles their bands represented and
the Hospital Aid spent nlore than twenty-five hundred
dollars in other furnishings.
The proceeds from the entertainment "The Mikado,"
given; at The Weirs by the young girls of "Singing) Eagle
Lodge" of Center Harbor, substantially increased the Hos-
pital Aid fund.
The Operay Multibeam Light, in second major oper-
ating room, was the gift of Mrs. Frank H. Morse of
Laconia.
The splendid cooperation of organizations and indivi-
duals, who furnished private rooms, is most commendable
and their generosity appreciated.
Our laboratory and X-Ray departments, have con-
tinued to give valuable service. A dosagemeter has been
added to the "Theraphy" equipment and the increased num-
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ber of treatments given) shows the value experienced from
this form of theraphy.
The completion of the sightly approach to the hos-
pital and; the service provided by City Engineer, in keep-
ing roads passable, is fully appreciated by hospital family,
pedestrians and drivers of cars.
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Number of applicants admitted during 1934 23
Number of students accepted during 1934 12
Number of students graduating during 1934 7
Number of students in senior class ending 1934 8!
Number of students in intermediate class ending 1934 10
Number of students in preliminary group Dec. 31, 1934 13
Number of students to discontinue training during 1934 3
Number of days lost by illness, 123*4
Number of days lost by leave of absence 234^2
Number of days lost by vacations 345
March First—Miss Ruby J. Gordon was engaged as
full time instructor. Miss Gordon is a graduate of tihe
Lawrence General Hospital, Lowell Normal School and
received her A. B. degree from Radcliffe College, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Classes have been maintained with regu-
larity. An effort has been made to meet the increased
requirements of State .Board of Nurses education.
The school is indebted to the doctors for their time,
interest and service in giving lecture courses to the nurses,
also for the care of students during illness.
For the achievements of the past year, I feel greatly
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STATISTICAL REPORT
Number of patients in hospital on January 1, 1934 30
Number of admissions in 1934, male 829 ; female
1320; Total 2,149
Total number treated 2,179
Number of days service given 23,746
Average number of patients per day 65
Average length of time patients remained in hospital
(days) *10
Obstetrical cases 244
Total babies, including two sets of twins 237
Medical cases 495
Surgical cases 1413
Children, medical 262 ; surgical, 480 ; Total 742
Largest number of patients any one day 81
Smallest number of patients any one day 33
Number of operations performed, major 500; minor
1126; Total 1626
Number of X-Rays taken 1328
Number of X-Ray treatments 690
Number of out patients 1952
Number of patients discharged 2111
Number of patients discharged well 1605
Number of patients discharged improved 151
Number of deaths 60
Number of stillbirths 3
Number of prematures 9
Number of special nurses employed by patients 365
Number of days used by special nurses 3,687
Patients assuming responsibility of paying accounts 1,626
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State Aid cases 392
City cases 73
Number occupying endowed beds 3
Guests of the hospital, (faculty and pupil nurses) 19
Of the sixty patients who died in the hospital, three
were moribund when admitted.
TREASURER'S REPORT
N. Joy Harriman, Treasure*
For the year ending December 31, 1934
Cash on hand January 1, 1934 $2,191.07
Receipts
Town and City Appropriation?
City of Laconia $4,000.00
Town of Alton 200.00
Town of New Hampton, N. H 250.00
Town of Center Harbor, N. H 200.00
Town of Sandwich, N. H 100.00
Town of Belmont, N. H 200.00
Town of Sanbornton, N. H 100.00
Town of Moultonboro, N. H 100.00
Town of Gilford, N. H 27.13
Gifts and Contributions
Est. James Joseph O'Brien 3,936.56
Mrs. Emma K. O'Brien 202.50
Est. Melinda W. Tobie 1,000.00
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Est. Addie L. Young 500.00
Laconia Rotary Club 1,000.00
Mrs. Henrietta F. Morse , 495.00
H. W. Hammond 250.00
(Scott & Williams, Inc 200.00
Laconia Police Relief Association : 147.73
Mrs. Harriet H. Cook 20.00
Camp Winaukee, Inc 24.52
Methodist Church Thanksgiving Service 9.77
Woman's Progress Club, Meredith, N. H 5.00
Care of Patients 58,030.14
X-Ray Laboratory 14,145.53
Operating Room and Etherizing 7,956.30
Delivery Room and Care of Babies 2,579.53
Board of Special Nurses 3,167.61
Hospital and Surgical Supplies 3,339.53
Income : Estate of Willis P. Odell — J. F. Beede,
Trustee 250.00
Interest on Funds 7,119.30
Peoples National Bank — Note 8,000.00
Refund of (Payments 602.21
Telephone Receipts 135.71





Payroll for Faculty Nurses & Employees $40,035.86
Provisions 20,669.98
Water, Ice, Fuel; Gas, & Electricity 6,114.50
House & Surgical Supplies 17,276.19
Freight, Express, Telephone & Office Supplies 1,992.32
Repairs and Equipment 11,688.84
Interest on Notes 4,825.44
Note Paid Laconia Savings. Bank 3,000.00
Clerical 300.00
Insurance 987.26
American Hospital Association 10.00
Joseph Horn Audrey Smidi
Transfer to Building Account 10,566.09
Laconia Savings Bank — Melinda W. Tobey
Fund — Savings Account 1,000.00
[Refunds & Discounts 686.85
Miscellaneous 1,327.90
Balance December 31, 1934 476.26
$120,957.47
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Permanent Funds
Endowments, Bequests and Contributions
Elbridge G. Folsom fund $21,435.22
Mary A. Baskell fund 136.00
Ann E. Hall fund ' 100.00
Julia A. Ladd fund 2,180.00
James B. Hinds fund 500.00
Samuel H. Blaisdell fund 1,670.38
Samuel W. Rollins fund 5,000.00
Elizabeth W. Stevens fund 1,000.00
Albert G. Folsom fund 2,000.00
Daniel A. Tilton fund 4,980.58
Samuel A. Brown fund 29,400.00
Nancy B. Randlett fund 4,895.00
Mary J. Colby fund 5,000.00
Thomas H. Worrall fund 100.00
Edward E. Taylor fund 10,000.00
Sarah Davison fund 5,000.00
Clara J. Chase fund 500.00
Ellen M. Jones fund 2,000.00
William H. Seavey fund 802.55
William Esty fund 1,000.30
Woodbury L. Melcher fund 6,000.00
Ella A. Kling fund 15.00
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Radcliff Brown fund 2,000.00
Joseph S. Morrill fund 5,000.00
Nellie Whitcher fund 1,000.00
Annie Leavitt fund 1,000.00
William H. Sanborn fund 5,000.03
William H. Sanborn fund 1,116.55
Anna M. Wilcox fund 100.00
Jessie Merrill Sr., fund 700.00
Alfred V. Lincoln fund 5,000.00
Alfred V. Lincoln fund 1,250.00
J. W. Ashman fund 500.00
Maria A. Doe fund 250.00
Mrs. Laura A. Sleeper fund 10,090.39
Mrs. R. F. Butler fund 1,000.00
Mrs. Lucy H. Odell fund 5,000.00
Mrs. Idella Story fund 2,500.00
Mrs. Laura W. Coe fund 1,000.0(3
W. J. Bellamy fund 100.00
Edmund Little fund 5,000.00
Mary Ida Goodspeed fund 890.15
Edward A. Perkins fund 2,202.92
Sarah J. Roberts fund 500.00
L. Jennie Graves fund 500.00
William Smith fund 200.00
Melinda W. Tobie 1,000.00
$156,614.74
REPORT OP BOARD OF HEALTH
To tlie Honorable Mayor and City Council:
There have been no serious outbreaks of contagious
diseases in Laconia in the past year with only an average
number of cases requiring quarantine.
This yeai) for the first time we have had a full time
milk inspector and a report submitted by him follows show-
ing a steady improvement in the milk supplies of this city.
A summary of the work of the past year
:
Nuisance complaints received 24
Nuisance complaints investigated 24
Found Justified 18
Nuisances abated 16
Nuisances abated after reference to city
solicitor 2
Contagious cases reported to State Board
Health 258
Wasserman tests taken 22
Arsphenamine treatments given 52
At the beginning of the present school session a
vaccination clinic was held at the high school for chil-
dren whose parents were financially unable to pay their?
family physician.
J. GRANT QUIMBY, M. D.
E. J. GAGE, M. D.
W. E. FLOYD
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REPORT OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE
Report of Public Health Nurse for month of January 1935






HOME VISITS (Instructive) 24
Receipt for city cases $6.00
REGIS H. LEAVITT, R. N.
REPORT OF THE MILK INSPECTOR
Much more was accomplished this year than formerly
by the Board of Health in milk inspection work. The
necessary funds were made available for the first time in
Laconia to carry on full time work. This made possible
the following through of a successful program of system-
atic inspection of dairy farms, regular testing, and checking
of recommendations made on the farms.
All dairies supplying milk to Laconia in the unpas-
turized state were regularly inspected and scored as to equip-
ment, general conditions, etc. Samples of milk and cream
were taken and tested in an average of every five weeks
from every producer.
Stores were inspected for adequate milk storage facil-
ities and licensed. Tests were made and results given when-
ever requested by stores, dealers, producers and customers.
New laboratory equipment made possible better exam-
ination of milk and more accurate identification of sources
of contamination.
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To help offset the cost of full time inspection work,
Board of Health officials required, an inspection fee of all
producers and dealers. This is small enough so that it is
felt, it is more than offset by the value of the work to pro-
ducers and dealers themselves.
There was a slight falling off in the number of pro-
ducers in the last year. Several producers with inadequate
equipment were dropped from the local market. New
producers allowed to sell in Laconia are necessarily improve-
ments over those refused licenses.
The quality of milk sold in Laconia is superior to that




Classification of Dairies According to IScore Cards (In-
dorsed by official Dairy Instructors Association).
Score: 60-65% 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90
Number 12 15 18 20 13 5
Samples of milk and cream analyzed 528
Samples unsatisfactory (high bacteria counts) 44
Samples unsatisfactory (high sediment content) 51
Samples low in butter fat or total solids 17
Inspection details
:
Stores, restaurants, etc., inspected 83
Stores, restaurants, etc., reinspected 21
Wagons and trucks (milk) inspected 96
Visits to dairies 763
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Dairies scored 95
Visits to creameries 42
Licenses
:
Number of licenses granted to stores, etc. S3
Number of licenses ganted to producers-dealers 80
Number of licenses granted to dealers 5
Number of licenses held up for required improvements 5
Average Test Results by Months
May June July Augr. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan
Butterfat 4.30% 4.23 3.96 4.17 4.24 4.23 4.04 4.43 4.08
Total Solids 12.19% 13.00 12.44 12.47 12.65 12.40 13.24 13.17 12.63
Bacteria count 34,425 40,177 39,530 45,676 56,840 33,433 29,453 37,900 35,671
License money:
Money received from stores, restaurants, etc. $167.00
Money received from producer dealers 171.00
Money received from dealers 23.00
$361.00




STATE BOARD OF HEALTH, DIVISION
MATERNITY, INFANCY AND CHILD
HYGIENE
Maternity Clinic held third Wednesday of each month
at the Hospital. Dr. J. IR. Rerley is the attending physician.
Attendance for the year 31
New patients 16
Vivian M. Jennings, R. N.
Field Nurse
REPORT OP LIBRARY TRUSTEES
To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the Laconia
City Council:
The Laconia Public Library was established for the
free use of all the people of Laeonia. We should con-
tantly appreciate it and be thankful for the great benefits
received from its use. Especially should we be grateful
to the one to whom we are so largely indebted. We cannot
be too often reminded of the gratitude we owe to Napoleon
B. Gale for the gift to Laconia of our beautiful libifaary
building and the endowment from which interest is received
that cares for the grounds and assists in the expenses and
the purchase of books.
The least we can do as a mark of our respect and
gratitude is to provide funds to keep the building in proper
condition and well supplied with good books.
Out of the appropriation made last year by the City
Council and the income from invested funds over fifteen
hundred dollars was saved and invested in the purchase
of books.
The library during the past years has been the source
of much pleasure and benefit to many' of our citizens who
were out of work. Never in its history was there a period
when it was of such great value. There can be no doubt of
its continued usefulness.
The year has been a very busy one at the library for
Miss Clark, librarian, and her assistants. The circulation
of books at the main library was 75,956 and at the branch
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at Lakeport 18,192, making a total of books circulated during
the year 94,148. We are grateful for the gift to the
library of 208 books during the year.
A, bulletin has been printed showing the books added
to the library during the past six months
Under the effort and supervision of Mrs. Harriman
a member of our board of trustees, Book Reviews have beea
held Jthat have been well attended and proved of much
interest. A small admission has been collected with which
several good books have been added to the library.
The Story Hour for the children with Mrs. Shirley
Lyman as the story teller once a month has been held* at
the main library and the Lakeport branch and has proved of




REPORT OF THE TREASURER
To the Board of Trustees of the Laconia Public Library:
I herewith submit my report as treasurer for the year
ending February 15, 1935, as follows:
Cash on hand Feb. 15. 1934 $ 176.94
Received from the Estate of Napoleon B. Gale 2,764.11
Received from the City of Laconia 5,800.00
Received from the fines 370.83
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Received from the Insurance rebate 45.21
Transferred from Julia S. Busiel fund books 48.73
Transferred from William Esty fund books 194.21
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m^hv *0
TRUST FUNDS
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
In caring for lots in the city's charge the trustees have
ever in mind making each lot look as well as possible with
the income at their disposal. Simply cutting the grass and
watering a lot a certain numlber of times is a small part
of what can become essential with the passing of years.
The trustees find it necessary to have any one or
all of the following done : bunch grass and moss removed,
graves filled, stones re-aligned and cleaned, lots re-made
and, where funds are available and lots are in excellent
condition, extra water, loam and fertilizer are ordered to
help keep them so.
With shrinking interest rates in ourl banks it is quite
plain that a $100.Q0 fund hardly takes care of a so-called
seven grave lot and that same amount on a square lot
perhaps means nothing more than grass cutting. In com-
piling this year's report a (*) has been placed after all
expenditures that included outlay for any of the work
mentioned above.
In closing the trustees suggest that in the future
our cemeteries not be made part of any club initiation or
stunt.
To the auditor of the City of Lciconia:
We respectfully submit our report for the year ending
February 15, 1935: '
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Union Cemetery
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Name Fund Expended On Hand
Emma F. Hawkins
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Name Fund Expended On Hand
Win. H. Pearsons 103.00 5.00* 1.80
Walter S. Peaslee 100.00 0.00 15.98
John L. Perley 400.00 15.00* 31.75
Stephen Perley 432.00 15.00* 34.10
George W. Pitman 100.00 4.00 1.75
Walter H. Pitman 300.00 13.00* 25.87
J. & A. Poire 100.00 4.00 2.97
True E. Prescott 200.00 10.00* 7.72
Edgar F. Price 200.00 7.00* 10.36
Edwin H. Richardson 50.00 2.50 1.92
George Riley 200.00 10.00* 15.56
John L. Roberts 200.00 9.00* 6.38
Chas. Rollins & F. Bucklin 125.00 4.00 1.35
Susie M. (Rollins 100.00 4.00 1.54
Josiah 'R'undlett 100.00 4.00 .37
Almon Sanborn 100.00 6.00* 2.01
Archie B. Sanborn 100.00 3.00 5.95
George iSanborn 95.60 " 5.00* 1.32
Maria T. Sanborn 100.00 6.00 2.49
William H. Sanborn 150.00 13.00* 11.62
Rose Senville 200.00 7.50* 21.2/
Addie C. Shannon 100.00 5.00* 1.5!
Frances Ann Shannon 200.00 16.00* 8.85
Frances Ann Shannon 100.00 5.00* 7.31
Sarah J. Shepard 100.00 4.00 2.25
Mary E. Sibley 200.00 10.40* 20.64
Ella F. Smith 150.00 6.00 .47
G. W. Smith 50.00 5.00* .31
Lydia A. Smith 150.00 8.00* 1.90
Sarah J. Spiller 100.00 6.00* 1.23
G. D. & E. W. Stratton 200.00 8.00* 9.02
Ella Tay 100.00 6.00* 4.31
Fred F. Taylor 100.00 4.00 .65
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Fund Expended On Hand
J. S. Cra::e
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Name Fund Expended On Hand
Emma J. Hibbard 100.00
Theodore Hillerdt 100.00
Herbert Hoyt 100.00
.Mary B. Lang 200.00
Ida G. Lougee 50.00
Ada F. Lyford 100.00
Adelia G. Maxfield 100.00
Candace O. Maynard 400.00
Martha Baxter Nelson 100.00
Willis P. Odell 300.00
Charles J. Pike 200.00
Victoria I. Robie 200.00
Shepard Rowe 100.00
Addie R. Russell 100.00
Fred C. Sanborn 100.00
(R'ueben C. Sanborn 100.00
Moses Sargent 100.00
Alice D. Seaverns 100.00
J. Frank Sleeper 100.00
Adelaide I. Smith 100.00
Rueben P. Smith 50.00
Oliver C. Taylor 300.00
Edwin D. Ward 300.00
Mary Watson 50.00
Everett K. Wilkinson 100.00
Dow Cemetery
Mary M. Dow 200.00 24.11* 12.15
Samuel Doe 200.00 New Fund 3.50
Meredith Bridge Cemetery
John & Fred Eastman 100.00 2.00 8.64
Helen Mallard 300.00 7.40* 32.70
A. H. Messer 100.00 2.00 8.20
/Samuel Osgood 150.00 New Fund
1.50
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Name Fund Expended On Hand
Olive J. Prescott 500.00 41.02* 25.43
Round Bay Cemetery
Lydia Smith 100.00 6.50* 15.47
St. Lambert Cemetery
Ellen Campbell 100.00 74.33
John Joyce 100.00 4.00 .03
Dennis McCarthy 300.00 7.00 21.10
Daniel O'Shea 125.00 2.19
Maud Powell 300.00 10.59
Julia Sheehan 200.00 28.00
Sacred Heart Cemetery
Phillip Blair 100.00 4.00 3.75
Samuel Dickson 100.00 3.00 3.62
Totals $44,138.59 1,725.51 3,434.97
STATEMENT OF TRUST FUNDS
Amount of Trust Funds on hand Feb.. 15, 1934 $42,563.59
Trust Funds Received during year 1,575.00
$44,138.39
Principal of Trust Funds on hand in City Bonds $16,000.00
Principal of Trust Funds on hand in Savings
Bank $27,788.59
(Principal of Trust Funds on hand in Laconia
Water Stock 100.00
Principal of Trust Funds on hand in Liberty
Bond 50.00
$43,938.59
OSCAR L. HOYT, Chairman
CARL F. BLAISDELL
LILLIAN P. DOW, Sec. and Trcas.
FIRE, DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Dear Sirs
:
During the past year of 1934, the Laconia Fire De-
partment has responded to one hundred and seventy-one
(171) still alarms; thirty-two box alarms (32); eight (8)
out of town calls and one (1) false alarm.
The Fire Alarm System has been improved with a
new storage battery complete, at a cost of five hundred
dollars ($500.00) ; new fire hose has been purchased, and
all of our other equipment is in good condition. \Ye have
purchased new fire coats to replace the old ones which
have been in service for several years.
We are starting the year 1935 with a well organized
department each company has its full quota of experienced
men who are real fire-fighters and can be depended upon
night or day.
The entire Department extends its sincere thanks to
the Laconia Police Force for their co-operation. They have
always rendered us invaluable service and we appreciate
their many kindnesses.
Through the efforts of our Mayor and City Council.
we have been able to maintain the efficiency of our De-
partment.
I think that all of our citizens are aware of the) sup-
port that has been given to the Laconia Fire Department
by the Scott and Williams Inc., through the untiring efforts
of Laurence B. Holt, General Manager, and Superinten-
dent Wilbur W. Wooldridge, who is also Chief of the
Volunteer Fire Department of that good concern.
Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR W. SPRING,
Chief of the Fire Deportment.
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Personnel of the Fire Department
Chief Arthur W. Spring
Deputy Chief Edwin H. Kenned)
Deputy Chief Henry H. Shorey
Deputy Chief Edwin C. Sargent
Deputy Chief Joseph H. Roucher
Permanent Driver -
Capt. Elmer H. Cutting Peter Dagnais
Lazar Valliere Walter Sanborn
Milo Saunders Henry Allard
Engine Company No. 1
Captain Luther M. McMurphy
Lieutenant Joseph A. Decelles
Clerk Elmer Cummings
Members
Elmer Cummings Wilfred Bouley
Charles Fi field Arthur McGowan
Clarence Neal Ernest Tardif
Ralph Neal Fred Gonyer
Herbert Neal





Earl Brough Herbert Mansfield
Gardner Shorey Henry Fregeolle
Howard Ballou Hugh Wakeman
Edmond Mitchell























George R. Wallace, Jr.
William Murray
Weirs Company Hose No. 4















To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I hereby submit the fourteenth annual report of this
department for the year ending December 31, 1934.
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Laconia, N. H., February 15, 1935
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
We hereby submit the thirty-fourth annual report of
Board of Public Works together with the detailed report
and recommendations of the City Engineer and Superin-
tendent of Streets and Sewers.
The routine maintenance work of the, Department has
been carried on during the past year and such special work
as has been authorized, as will appear from the appended
reports, showing in detail all expenditures.
Included in the special work accomplished during 1934
are a number of jobs of considerable importance, notably
Elliott Street improvement; Main Street widening, north
of Mill Street; widening at intersection of Main Street and
Union Avenue ; over eleven thousand square yards of new
sidewalks; widening, draining, and gravel resurfacing of
about seven and eight tenths miles of earth road; and the
improvement of the Marsh Hill and the Meredith Center
Roads.
On much of this work the City received financial
assistance from the Federal and State Funds, under
CWA, ERA, and ERU allotments. This assistance has
been of substantial benefit in the relief of unemployment
and has also resulted in considerable improvement to our
highways.
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While the severity of winter conditions the past year
has entailed heavy expenses for snow removal, the men
of the organization have done good work and are entitled
to credit and should be given a word of praise for their
efforts. The Department is greatly handicapped so far as
equipment is concerned for our tractors are both old and
expensive to maintain, and the need for a new 1 heavy duty
truck and plow unit to supplement our present equipment,
seems to us absolutely imperative.
In former years it has been the custom of the Board
to offer recommendations, not only for' the so called Gen-
eral Maintenance Appropriations, but to suggest certain
special construction work, for consideration for the ensuing
year. In view of rapidly changing conditions and the pos-
sibility of Federal participation in certain approved pro-
jects, it seems inadvisable for us at this time to urge any
particular special work, but rather to confine ourselves,
so far as recommendations go to urging an adequate appro-
priation for routine maintenance.
The Board recommends the following general appro-
priations for the ensuing year:
Bridge Repairs and Maintenance $ 700.00
Cleaning Catch Basins 1,800.00
Cleaning (Streets 4,700.00
City Engineering 1,800.00
Cutting, Trees, Grass, Brush 1,000.00
Insurance 800.00
Highways & Bridges (General Repairs & Maint.) 19,000.00
Maintenance of Macadam 4,500.00
Drain Repairs and Maintenance 1,300.00
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of existing drains and some small additions were made in
connection with other improvements. No extensive drain
construction was undertaken.
Graveling Roads
The allotment for improving Class 5 roads from the
ite Highway Department amounting to $8,365.15 was
expended on the following roads ; Smith Road, Watson
Road, Roller Coaster Road, Meredith Parade Road, Mere-
dith Center Road, Trojano Road, Hilliard Road, Pitman,
Eastman and Blueherry Roads. About 7.8 miles of roads
were improved.
Collection of Ashes and Waste
The contract with Mr. Wm. G. Hamilton, entered into
in 1933, was continued and satisfactory service was ren-
dered by him.
Sidewalks
A large program for the construction of sidewalks
was carried out at a cost of $15,554.68. 3,446 scj. yds. of
bituminous sidewalks were recovered and 11,431 sq. yds
of new sidewalks were laid on the streets shown in the
the financial statement above.
Elliott Street
The approach to the Laconia Hospital over Elliott
Street was constructed, in part as a C.W.A. project for
which funds were furnished by the Federal Government,
and in part by the City of Laconia whose share in the
cost was $4,407.15
The work consisted of relaying water and gas mains,
reconstruction of sanitary sewer, construction of surface
water drains, retaining walls, concrete curbings, bituminous
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concrete sidewalks and a bituminous penetration pavement.
The additional land needed to widen Elliott Street was
deeded the city, free of cost, by the Hospital Association,
who previously had purchased the land and removed the
buildings standing on the same.
Main Street Widening
The curbing on the easterly side of Main Street from
Mill Street northerly to the B. & M. Railroad was set back
a distance of from 6 to 10 feet in order to add this width
to the travelled part of the street. Sidewalks and drains
were reconstructed and the street pavement widened to the
new curb line.
This improvement is a great help to the congested
condition of the roadway of this street.
Main Street and Union Ave. Widening
The congested condition at the intersection of Main
iStreet and Union Avenue was relieved by relocation of the
curbing and the widening of the pavement at this point.
The additional land taken was deeded the city by the
owners. The Standard Oil Co., of New York and Miss
Bessie Clow, at no cost to the city. The total cost of this
project to the city was$913.63.
Meredith Center Road
About two and one half miles of the Meredith Center
Road was reconstructed with a graveled surface. This
work practically completes this stretch of road in accord
with State Highway specifications. When completed the
State Highway Department will take over the entire length
for maintenance.
Funds for this construction came from an appropria-
tion of $5,500 by City and $17,518.87 from the State.
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GENERAL
The extreme winter conditions from February 15,
1934 to February 15, 1935 made it necessary to expend
much more than the usual amount for winter expenses,
plowing, sanding and snow removal.
Much of our snow plowing equipment is getting old
and somewhat obselete and the cost of repairs is con-
sequently heavy. This department should have a heavv
duty snow plow truck to help out the equipment we now
have.
Engineering, supervision and materials for C.W.A.
and E.R.A. projects have made a heavy drain on this depart-
ment, although nearly all the common labor was furnished
by funds from the Federal and State Governments. The
continuation of the projects now on hand will call for an
appropriation to cover materials, supervision, etc.
Respectfully submitted,
CHARLES A. FRENCH
City Engineer, Supt. Streets and Sewers
Sewer Statistics
No. of house connections Feb. 15, 1934 2345
No. of house connections made in 1934 20
No. of house connections Feb. 15, 1935 2365
Cost of Sanitary Sewer System Feb. 15, 1934 $221,392.24
Expended 1934 1,070.50
Cost of Sanitary iSewer System Feb. 15, 1935 $222,462.74
Length of Sanitary Sewer System 31.044 Miles
Length of Surface Water Drains 25.106 Miles
CITY SOLICITOR'S REPORT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council, Laconia, X . H.:
Gentlemen
:
I herewith submit my report as your Solicitor for the
year 1934.
There is pending only one case on the docket of the
Superior Court for Belknap County. It is a petition
brought by the City against one Morris Nick seeking to
have his maintenance of a nuisance on Messer Street
abated. The case has been tried and now awaits the deci-
sion of the Court. Several other cases have been disposed
of during the year.
I have attended the sessions of the Municipal Court
daily and have prosecuted all cases that came within my
jurisdiction.
All matters referred to me by the various departments
of the City have been given proper attention.
During my five terms as your City Solicitor I have
made many friends at City Hall and as this is my final
report before taking over the duties of the office of County
Solicitor I wish to express} to the Mayor and Council my
appreciation for the confidence they have placed in me.
The Ciy Clerk, Engineer, Tax Collector, and Treasurer
have co-operated with me in every way and have made




REPORT OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
We respectfully submit the report of the Police Com-
mission and Chief of Police George N. Hubbard for the
year ending January 31, 1935.
We would like to call attention to the amount of
extra work that our regular officers do without extra pay.
They do not receive additional pay for extra work. These
men are subject to call twenty-four hours a day. They
attend all fires of any importance. During the summer
five additional men are on duty on the street Saturday
evenings. The men give extra time during the 'Sled Dog
Races and other special events. The department is ren-
dering special protection to homes that are closed during
the summer. An officer inspects each home at least once
every night. We are anxious that the public realize and
appreciate these extra services that the officers render.
A wave of crime exists throuhout the United States. It
has been our endeavor to continually improve the efficiency
of the department so that we will be prepared to cope with
any type of crime that might occur. We feel that the
efficiency of our department has been in a large/ measure
responsible for our city's being comparatively free from
crime.
We respectfully urge your careful reading of the
Chief's report which gives a comprehensive report of the














Arrested for out-of-town officers 5
Assault 7
Assault on an officer 2
Cruelty to minor child 1
Disorderly conduct 5
Disturbing the peace 2
Drunkenness, residents 98
Drunkenness, non-residents 49
Dicharging firearms on Sunday 1
Dealing in junk without license 1
Failing to have car registered 2
Failing to stop car after injury 4
Gambling machine 9
Idle and disorderly person 10
Illegal possession of liquor 8
Illegal sale of liquor 4
Illegal transportation of liquor 1
Indecentj exposure 1
Keeping unlicensed dog 2
Larceny 14
Non-support of family 9
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Over speeding auto 4
Operating auto without license I?
Operating auto while under influence of liquor 22
Operating auto after license is revoked 1
Reckless driving of auto S
Safe keeping 1
Selling malt liquors to minor
Defacing property 1
Carrying concealed weapon 1
Violation of fish and game laws 2
Rape 2
Operating unregistered auto 13
Allowing unfit person to operate 4
Operating auto with faulty brakes 1
Selling stolen property 1
Breaking glass in street 2
Misuse of auto plates 1
Forgery 3
Violation of drug law 1
Purchasing liquor for minor 1
Total 331
How Disposed Of
Paid fine and costs 152
Delivered to out-of-town officers 5
Discharged by the Court 3
Committed to house of correction, non-payment 4
Committed to house of correction upon sentence 21
Committed to State hospital 2
Complaints placed on file IS
Complaints dismissed 6
Complaints nol prossed 2
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Furnished bonds to appear at court 2
Suspended sentence 4
Suspended by paying costF 50
Cases not settled 3
Appealed to Superior Court 2
Discharged without being brought before the Court 4
Costs 33
Ordered to leave town 9
Held for Superior Court 2
Case continued 3
Continued for sentence pay costs 3
Placed on file by paying costs 3
Total 331
Lodgers
Number of persons furnished lodging 264
Property Stolen and Lost
Property reported stolen $389.00
Stolen property recovered 153.00
Property reported lost 487.50
Lost property recovered 187.50
Incidental Services
Accidents reported 70
Disturbances quelled without arrest 37
Dogs killed 4
Dangerous dogs, notice served to owners 23
Dangerous sidewalks reported 9
Dangerous streets reported 32
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Breaks in water pipes reported 7
Nuisances reported to Board of Health 1
Fires extinguished without alarm 6
Fires discovered and alarms given 2
Fire alarms given 2
Assistance rendered to injured persons 6
Lost children restored to parents 19
Obstructions removed from streets 2
Store doors found open and secured 1323
Complaints received and investigated 432
Value of merchandise found outside of stores $330.50




Assisted out-of-town officers 22
Horses killed at request of owners 1
Fires attended 31
Autos reported stolen 13
Autos reported found 13
Telephone duty calls 32,582
Telephone desk calls 6,316
Total 38,898




REPORT OF THE CLERK
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen: I herewith submit my annual report as
Clerk of the Municipal Court of Laconia.
The criminal cases brought before the Court and dis-
posal of the same are shown in detail by the report of the
Chief of Police. The cash receipts of the Court and the
disposition of same summarize as follows
:
'Receipts
Received from fines and costs $5,217.99
Writs, warrants and entry fees 15.60
$5,233.59
Paid as Follows
Witness' and officers' fees $167.68






OVLRSLLR OF THE. POOR
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen
:
I herewith submit my report as Overseer of the Poor
for the year ending February 15, 1935.
Previous to January 1, 1935, relief has been furnished
under the direction of the State Relief Administration in
Concord, with the city paying 25% of the total expenditure.
Since January 1, the city has assumed the full burden of
relief. Federal and State direct aid being discontinued on
that date.
During the year, Mayor Carroll has succeeded in
securing Federal approval for several work projects which
have given employment to many men, and is now asking
the government to furnish money for sufficient projects
to give every unemployed man in the city a job. These
projects consist of much needed improvements which local
tax payers could not reasonably be asked to finance.
The demand for old age assistance is increasing, but
is a commendable way of caring for the aged. It should,
however, be financed by federal and state funds under the
head of pensions, instead of being in its present status
as a local liability.
The calls for relief are increasing, and there appears
to be no immediate solution of the problem. Every citi-
zen of Laconia should make it his personal duty to co-
operate with the mayor in his effort to bring to Laconia
reliable industries which will provide full time employment.
Respectfully submitted,
A. C. S. RANDLETT,
Overseer of the Poor
REPORT OF TREE WARDEN
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I hereby submit my report, as Tree Warden of ifhe
City of Laconia, for the year 1934.
After considerable expense to the city, the moths on
shade trees are under control. I believe that a small appro-
priation should be made to remove the nests of these pests
before they hatch in April.
Also, there are several dead branches on Maple trees,
which should be removed and the trees pruned this year.
Many of our shade trees are decaying from old age, and





To His Honor and City Council:
I hereby submit my report of sixty-two city gardens
during year 1934:
Potato yield 858 bushels at 50c $429.00
Sold 4 bushels seed potatoes at $1.25 5.00 $434.00
Paid for plowing and harrowing 79.50
Paid for 70 bushels seed potatoes at $1.25 87.50
Phosphate and small seeds given by the
State of N H. 151.25 $318.25
$115.75
The gardens nave been faithfully cared for as a result
there has been a supply of fresh vegetables and can goods
and a good yield of potatoes for winter use.
OSCAR L. H'OYT
PARK COMMISSION
To the Mayor and Council of the City of Laconiai:
Gentlemen: The 'Park Commission is pleased to sub-
mit for your consideration its twentieth annual report.
The Opechee Park Playground was once more under
the supervision of Mr. Reginald Clement and Miss Anna
Collin, and was a most successful season.
The Opechee park playground opened Monday morning
July second. The first week was devoted to straightening
out the equipment, organizing tournaments and the baseball
team etc. The point system was used again this year and
proved to be very successful, not only for athletics but also
in keeping the grounds looking neat.
The new foeach at the West end of the playground was
not used by the playground children. It proved to be too
dangerous for the younger children as there is no proper
place for them to wade out into the water ; but it was a
big help in the way! of keeping the adults away from our
beach during our swimming hours. Our swimming beach
was kept in fine condition all summer. There was a nice
sandy bottom for the beginners and swimmers as far out
as the two little platforms all summer.
This summer, sixty-three passed their Beginners Test
and fourteen passed their Swimmers Test. During the last
four weeks instructions were given to a Life Saving class
of twelve people among whom four Seniors and one Junior
successfully passed their tests for their Life (Saving emblem.
Some could not be recomended for the test.
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Two new games were introduced to the playground
this year
;
ping pong and badminton. Of the two, ping pong
was by far the most popular although the badminton game
wa9 in use all day long as long as we had shuttle corks to
play with.' The regular badminton rackets were not used,
but ping pong paddles were used instead.
In our opinion, the greatest improvement on the play-
ground this year was the erection of the toilets. It not
only served its immediate purpose but it did away with the
old toilets and helped to keep the grandstand clean.
Tennis, ping pong and badminton were the three most
popular games on the playground this year.
The average attendance this year was 175 and only one
rainy day interrupted our program.
The city of Laconia in conjunction with the C.C.C.
camp, made many improvements in constructing a bathing
beach and bath house for the use of the public, a new
toilet, and a fence around the playground section of the
Park to protect the children from automobile accidents.
A new portable stand was erected which can be used
by the children and the public at all times.
Leavitt Park
Under the direction of Mr. Charles F. Peterson and
Miss Alice Rowell, Leavitt Park had a most successful
season, with an average daily attendance of 194.
During the season two all-day hikes were made to
Mt. Belknap, 14 of the girls with Miss Rowell made up
one party and 42 boysj with Mr. Peterson the other, these
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are annual events and much enjoyed by those who participate,
the girls came back the same day, but the boys stayed over
night.
The event of the season, looked forward to by the
general public is the carnival, much enjoyed by everyone.
This year's was a most successful one and netted nearly
$100.00 for the equipment fund.
The Community House was occupied constantly by those
who wished to use the games provided and was a popular
place whether the weather was bad or the sun shone.
At Sandy Shore the interest was maintained, over 40
children earned the "beginners" buttons and 10 earned the
"swimmers" buttons. The swimming races brought the
largest crowd yet recorded more than 150 being present.
Many successful events were recorded, among them,
the pet show, a circus and "dress up day", a field day, and
the four team Twilight League baseball games.
The cooperation of parents and friends is decidedly
apparent and much appreciated. Many more activities are
possible and likely in future years, as with not great expen-
diture of time or money Leavitt Park could, become a real
community center under its expanding program of activity.
The South End Playground supervised by Miss Helen
Ford had a very successful season, the attendance was
double that of any previous season.
This playground has a very efficient parents organ-
ization which this summer held a carnival which was
attended by more than 1,000 people and quite a sum of
money was received.
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A building of some kind should be constructed for a
shelter with toilet facilities for the children. The commis-
sion recomend that the appropriation be the same as last
year, with a reasonable allowance to repair damage to the
bath house since the close of the season.
The Commission and Instructors wish to extend their
thanks to the Mayor and Council for their appropriation
and the interest manifested to the C.C.C. camp for their
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Playgrounds 1.200.00
Weirs Comfort Station 100.00
Auditing 300.00
Hydrant Service 4.000.00
Laconia Hospital (All for aid of dependents
requiring treatment) 4,000.00
Public Library 5,800.00
Public Wharf Ward 6 100.00
Rent of Pearl Street Grounds 225.00
Veteran's Reunion 500.00
Payment City Hall Bonds 2,000.00
Payment School District Bonds 11,250.00
Payment Sewer and Funding Bonds 7,000.00
Payment Sewer and Road Bonds 3,000.00
Payment Improvement Bonds 3,000.00
Payment Serial Notes 1,500.00
Payment Trust Fund Notes 2,000.00
Payment Bridge and Highway Bonds 4,000.00




REPORT OF THE CITY CLERK
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The following is an account of the money that I
have received for the City for the year ending February
15th, 1035. and the sources from which the same were
received.
Dog License
Male dogs for portion of year 6 at 1.00 $ 6.00
Male dogs for portion of year ...' 3 at 1.50 4.50
Male dogs for portion of year 1 at .50 .50
Male dogs for portion of year 1933 .... 1 at 1.00 1.00
Male dogs for portion of year 1933 .... 2 at 1.50 3.00
Male dogs for year 1933 1 at 2.00 2.00
Male dogs for year 544 at 2.00 1,088.00
Female dog for portion of year 1 at 2.00 2.00
Female dogs for portion of year 2 at 2.50 5.00
Female dogs for portion of year 2 at 3.00 6.00
Female dogs for portion of year ........ 1 at 3.44 3.44
Female dogs for portion of year 1 at 3.75 3.75
Female dogs for year 1933 2 at 5.00 10.00
Female dogs for year 95 at 5.00 475.00
Kennels; Breeders, Under chapter 61, Laws
1927, 9 licenses issued covering 61 dogs 131.00
$1,741.19
Paid Treasurer as per vouchers $1,741.19
Billiard, Pool and Bowling Alley Licenses
Wm. V. Buckley $ 75.00





Robert Wagner ((Summer Season) 24.00
$228.00







Paid Treasurer as per vouchers $50.00
Show and Other Licenses
Laconia Amusement Co. ' $310.00
Laconia Gardens 123.75
American Legion, boxing 9.00
City A. A., boxing 12.00
James Kane, exhibition 7.00
John C. Dillon, shows 12.00
Mills A. A., wrestling 12.00
Joseph Alorgan, boxing 3.00
Veterans of Foreign Wars, merry go round 40.00
Russell Bros,, circus 35.00
World Bros., circus 35.00
E,arl J. Gage, milk licenses 361.0C
Arthur Clough, liquor LOO
Paul, Hevey liquor L00
Leonard A. Lesperance, liquor LOO
Ernest J. McCrillis, liquor
LOO
Geo. A. Quimby, liquor L00
$964.75
Paid Treasurer as per vouchers $964.75
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Trust Fund
REPORT OP TAX COLLECTOR
Laconia, N. H., February 15, 1935
To the Mayor and City Council:
I hereby submit my report as Collector of Taxes from
February 15, 1934 to February 15, 1935.
1934 TAX
Amount of 1934 tax committed by Board of
Assessors $461,380.79
Amount of added tax committed 768.14
Amount of added tax collected not committed 624.00
Amount of Moth Tax 208.90
Amount of interest collected 189.36
$463,171.19
Total amount collected $388,870.03
Total amount discount allowed 5,718.71




Amount 1933 tax uncollected February 15 1934 $43,831.38
Amount of added tax 156.09
Amount of interest collected 2,510.64
$46,498,11
Total amount collected $42,745.05
Total amount abated 2,552.68
$45,297.73
Balance uncollected $1,200.38
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1932 TAX
Amount 1932 tax uncollected Feb. 15, 1934 $1,540.05
Amount of interest collected 68.81
$1,608.86
Total amount collected $608.43




Amount 1931 tax uncollected Feb. 15, 1934 $529.20
Amount of interest collected 60.10
$589.30/
Total amount collected $428.62
Balance uncollected $160.68
1930 TAX
Amount 1930 tax uncollected Feb. 15, 1934 $71.60
Amount collected $71.60
1927 Tax; Property sold to City, Redeemed $21.92
1928 Tax; Property sold to City, Redeemed 21.92
1930 Tax; Property sold to City, Redeemed 167.65
1931 Tax; Property sold to City, Redeemel 7,208.21
1932 Tax; Property sold to City, Redeemed 2,455.34
1933 Tax; Property sold to City, Redeemed 3,295.11
1932 Tax; Taxes paid by City of Laconia,
Redeemed 8,352.46
1933 Tax; Taxes paid by City of Laconia,
Redeemed 10,047.38
$31,569.99
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SUMMARY OF COLLECTIONS
Total amount collected 1934 Tax $394,588.74
Total amount collected 1933 Tax 42,745.05
Total amount collected 1932 Tax 608.43
Total amount collected 1931 Tax 428.62
Total amount collected 1930 Tax 71.60
Total amount Redeemed; Property sold to City 13.170.15'
Total amount Redeemed; Subsequent tax paid
by City 18,399.84
$470,012.43
Amount paid City Treasurer as per receipts .... $464,293.72





REPORT OF CITY TREASURER
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
of the City] of Laconia:
I hereby submit my report as Treasurer of the City










Gale Library Park 921.36




Motor Vehicles, 1934 5,424.94





Old Age Assistance 47.66
Police Department 32.00
School Department 10,489.26
Support of Poor 134.00
Trust Funds 1,575.00




Savings Bank Tax 16.054.53
Interest and Dividend tax 5,070.69
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1930 Tax





For the year ending February 15. 1935
Being an itemized account made up from the books of
the City Clerk of the payments made by the City Treasurer
on account of running expenses.
The arrangement of the details of expenditures which
follow is intended to give such information as is desired by
the public.
Items of payment to the same person or firm at differ-
ent times are included in the aggregate amount given, if paid
foil the same objects. Efforts have been made to ascrtain
and pay all approved bills to date.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Appropriation, state tax $34,710.00
Paid Charles T. Patten, treasurer $34,710.00
State Educational Tax
Appropriation $3,732.00








BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Showing in detail their receipts and expenditures
:
Appropriations $100,540.00
Balance from last year Highways & Bridges Acct. 643.23
Balance from last year City Engineering Acct. 236.61
Balance from last year Sewer Maintenance Acct. 249.35
Received from
:
Louis Alterman, damage to cart 6.76
American Motorists Ins. Co., damage to guard rail 3.46
Richard T. Andrews, plumber's examination 1.00
Sidney Baker, construction of asphalt walk 4.51
Belknap County, road oil applied 71.50
A. P. Bisson, plumber's license and sewer permit 6.00
John T. Bisson, sewer permit 5.00
W. M. Bisson, labor and materials 84.87
Boston & Maine R. R., plowing 55.33
J. Elmer Boynton, sewer connection 45.03
Walter Boyson, sewer connection 43.00
Euclid Brouillard, sewer permit 5.00
Byse Insurance Agency, refund 24.09
J. H. Chase, labor on dram 13.81
George Clark, labor sewer connection 5.13
Bessie L. Clow, sewer connection 96.77
Frank Curtiss, sewer connection 31.77
Hafry Dame, plumber's examination 1.00
Dolphus Derosier, sewer connection 20.92
P. H. Dodds, sewer connection 40.00
Valere Drouin, use of pump 4.1.0
E. A. Durham, sewer connection 11.62
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Jennie Flather. sewer connection 17.80
Edith A. French, labor 29.57
Wilfred Gilbert, sewer connection 28.83
Romeo Gouin, plumber's license and examination 2.00
Guay & Tardif, dynamite. 9.70
John A. Guay, labor on drain 4.83
X. J. Harriman. road oil applied 8.25
Lucy W. Hollers, sewer connection 49.04
Independent Coal Tar Co., heating tar 42.^1
Albert Labranche, plumber's license and labor 6.16
Leon Labranche, plumber's license .50
Laconia National Bank, refund for cash paid out 1.24
Laconia Water Co., labor and materials patching 131.74
Alphonse J. Landry, plumber's examination & license 2.00
Raymond Landry, plumber's license .50
Archie Maples, use of pump 1.00
T. J. Mclntyre, use of boiler 3.33
Mclntyrej & Wagner, labor on drain 5.84
Mexican Petroleum Co.. labor and materials 104.24
Louis Migneault, sewer connection 26.02
Joseph J. Morin, labor and materials 126.53
X. H. State Highway Dept.. Emergency Relief
Unemployment 8,076. 1
1
N. H. State Highway Dept., Meredith Center
Road 1,050.10
N. H. State Highway Dept., Parade Road, labor 58.37
N. H. State Highway Dept., labor plowing 273.06
N. H. State Highway Dept., T. L. M. labor 950.37
N._ H. Veterans Association, labor on sewer 6.43
Stewart G. Noyes, plumber's license • .50
T. J. O'Mara, labor on sewer 4.32
L. K. Perley, tracing paper .35
L. M. Pike, crushed stone 1,454.25
Geo. Poire, plumber's licenses 1.00
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Abbie V. Potter, sewer connection 29.71
.Arthur Provencher, sewer connection 5.99
S. J. Rolfe, road oil 1.50
Isaac iSakansky, scrap iron and sewer permit 7.00
Scott & Williams, applying road oil 28.60
Standard Oil Co., of N. Y., labor on sewer
connection 15.74
Oscar St. Jacques, labor on sewer connection 14.28
St. Lambert's Cemetery Association, road oil applied 88.00
Margaret Trainor, sewer permit 5.00
Emma J. Tucker, labor on sewer connection 9.99
George Vallier, plumber's license .50
Joseph H. Yallier, plumber's license 1.00
B. G. Walker, labor on sewer connection and
plumber's licenses 47.51
Thomas Walsh, plumber's license .50
William W'arren, use of pump 1.00
Ruth M. Weeks, sewer connection 20.03
Lewis H. Wilkinson, sewer permit 5.00
Transfer Excess and Deficiency acct. 9,518.92
$124,527.02
Paid as Follows
The Acme Road Machinery Co., parts for crusher 191.35
The American) Oil Co., oil 16.8,0
Army & Navy Store, rubber boots 7.50
Charles A. Bailey, stone bounds 53.20
E. G. Baker, printing 2.50
Frank Bean, wood, hay 90.00
Horace E. Belisle, kerosene 4.80
Belknap Farmers Exchange, Inc., hay 10.64-
Frank G. Bickford, gas, kerosene 7.92
W. M. Bisson, contracting cement steps 117.00
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G. J. Blais, keys .70
Carl Blaisdell, damage by blasting 4.75
Harry Bloomfield, oil, salt, broom 18.47
The Bond Co., shovels, drills, screens 118.30
B. & M. R. R., (Laconia) freight 616.85
B. & M. R. R., (Boston) repairing sidetrack 14.92
The Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co., lumber 182.08
Bourroughs Adding Machine Co., service, paper 7.90
Boynton & Caverly, Inc., car 592.00
J. Elmer Boynton, repairing window 1.00
Brown Company, chlorine 89.69
Howard W. Byse, insurance premiums 338.60
Cantin Chevrolet Co., garage work 290.35
W. J. Cate, hay 53.90
Central Garage, storage 6.00
J. H. Chase Co., labor, battery rental 5.75
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing 48.25
F. W. Clay Co., labor, tin 8.45
Collins Motor Corp., garage work 118.90
Concord Brick Co., brick 218.60
Cook's Lumber Co., lumber, cement 88.47
W. H. Cummings, labor lumber 3.20
Harry Dame, bridge repair 92.73
W. S. Darley & Co., high pressure hose 131.60
Davis & Caverly, Inc., garage work 40.30
John R. Dearborn, sand spreader parts 1.71
Depot Sq., Auto Supply Co., tires, gas, alcohol 346.01
The Diamond Match Co., lumber, cement 99.42
Eugene Dietzgen Co., office supplies .63
Thos. Dixon, oil 4.7C
J. C. Dorey, repairing fence 10.00
John H. Dow, gasoline 86.36
Wm. S. Dunn, parts for sprinkler 18.30
Peter Dutile, cement, oil 768.83
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Engineering News-Record, subscription 5.00
Fellows Garage, gas oil 53.57
R. L. Files & H. J. O'Keefe Co., tractor parts 352.75
Archie A. Ford, purchase of land 50.00
Charles A. French, salary and cash 4,029.48
Gardner Spring Co., spring leaves 3.25
E. D. Garland, kerosene 3.00
General Crushed Stone Co., stone 491.86
E. IS. Goldsmith Co., gasoline .97
Good Roads Machinery Co., road grader 245.00
C. J. Goss, grain 144.68
John M. Guay Hdwe Co., hardware supplies 81.73
John M. Guay & Son, lettering truck « 5.15
Guay & Tardif, labor & materials 64.21
William G. Hamilton, scavenger service 4,650.00
B. T. Hardy, blacksmith work 12.65
John F. Hopkins, setting tire 3.00
Oscar L. Hoyt, hay 47.96
W. D. Huse & Sons, machine work 648.57
J. W. Jacques, glass, topping 14.35
Edith James, gravel 7.45
Jenney Mfg., Co., gas oil 224.81
J. C. Jenot, labor 20.00
Chas. F. Kellom, & Co., Inc., oil 154.17
A. W. Kidder, blacksmith work 19.25
O. J. Kinch, care of sewer pump 56.58
Mrs. Rene Lacaillade, damage caused by sewer
flushing 10.00
Laconia Auto Body & Rad. Works, repairing radiator 4.50
Laconia Auto Wrecking Co., cab, axles 33.00
Laconia Fire Dept., use of hose and heating barn 176.75
Laconia Motor Mart, storage 6.00
Laconia Water Co., water 450.12
Lake City Motors, Inc., truck, garage work 950.65
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Lenker Mfg., level rod 15.00
Lougee-^Robinson C, waste basket .65
Maher's Bookstore, office supplies 23.oS
McDuff Machine Co., labor, parts 9.46
W. ]. McDuff, labor, parts on crusher 82.58'
The McGloughlin Iron Foundry Co., castings 98.46
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance premiums 186.60
John B. Mercier, gasoline 13.96
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, Inc., hay 4.72
Modern Blue Print Co., office supplies 11.04
Moody's Garage, gasoline 3.98
Dr. R. F. Moore, medical services 38,75
J. J. Moreau & Son, hardware supplies 59.53
John B. Morin Agency, insurance premiums 64.00
Joseph J. Morin, pipe 654.73
Leon Morin, use of dump 315.50
J. H. Morrill, grain, hay 749.78
E. H. Moulton, harness repairs 25.80
Mt. Belknap Garage, gas, storage 112.27
Muzzey & Hopkins, hardware supplies 52.87
New Eng. Metal Culvert Co., culvert 45.40
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service 188.59
F. E. Newell, filing saw .75
N. H. State Treasurer, taric, snow fence 950.21
Dennis O'Shea, cloth .29
W. H. L. Page, Est., garage work 49.22
J. A. Payson, repairing clock 2.UO
William O. Pearson, gasoline 6.28
C. H. Perkins, hay 53.10
P. I. Perkins Co., tractor parts, snow fence 592.35
L. M. Pike & Son, concreting 16,473.90
J. P. Pitman & Co.. hardware supplies 197.52
Proctor Bros., purchase of land 150.00
Public Service Co., of N. H., electric service &
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power 227.43
Quaker City Rubber Co., hose 13.21
Geo. A. Quimby, medicine 1.25
A. T. Quimby & Son, hardware supplies 35.80
Rand & Dearborn, kerosene 1.95
J. L. Roberts, coal 177.89
W. T. Robertson, snow plow repairs 17.88
H. C. iSanborn, grass seed, pails 15.35
Wesley D. Sanborn, wiring 14.23
J. F. Sanders & Son, paint 3.00
Schramm, Inc., hammer parts 2.76
Scott & Williams, Inc., welding, blue printing 24.05
Shastany & Caron, labor on tractor 10.50
Shell Eastern Petroleum Products, Inc., gasoline 86.42
Sinclair Refining Co., gasoline, oil 1,858.65
Chas. Smith, gravel 55.25
Ellis (Smith, stamp pad, ink 2.25
Smith's Lumber Yard, lumber, cement 118.55
Standard Oil Co., of N. Y., road oil, cold patch 8,348.84
State Highway Garage, snow plow, calcium chloride 484.90
E. S. Stevenson, garage work 621.70
R. B. Stewart, express 3.80 1
Story Drug Store, medical supplies 3.45
Sunoco Service Station, labor, gasoline 140.93
G. W. Tarlson, stove pipe, grease 2.95
Tavern Garage Inc., garage work 701.95
0. W. Taylor, blacksmith work 5.50
Thompson & Hoague Co., blacksmith supplies 64.00)
1. W. Trojano, gravel 13.85
Joseph H. Valliere, labor, pipe 167.52
John B. Varrick Co., crow bars, steel 66.36
Waldo Bros. Co., hose, blasting battery 51.14
B. G. Walker, pipe, labor 4.08
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L. B. Warren, chains 76.4.?
Weeks & Smith, dynamite, exploders 94.12
Western Union, telegram .76
Owen Wilcomb, bricks 25.50
Willey's Express, express, towing tractor 18.38.
F. W. Woolworth, office supplies 1.00
Payrolls 68,279.35-









Received for use of equipment, materials sold
and attending out of town fires 438.65
$24,438.65
Paid as Follows:
Henry Allard, labor and wood $28.00
Charles J. Beaupre, filing saws 2.00
Big Four Tire Service, supplies 2.53
Blue Sign Garage, supplies 6.55
Wilfred Bouley, watching at Forest Fires 6.40
Howard W. Byse, premium on insurance 470.94
Joseph A. Champoux, labor 2.80
The American Oil Co., gasoline 57.24
Amoskeag Sanitary Bandage Co., supplies 1.50
Amplex Blending Co., supplies 11.25
Arthur H. Blanchard Co., fire hose and supplies 485.84
Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., labor and material 4.69
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., fire hose 1,378.00
Cantin Chevrolet Co., supplies 5.28
Carpenter Mfg. Co., supplies 25.14
J. H. Chase Co., supplies 58.10
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing 3.75
F. W. Clay & Co., labor and material .55
Cooks Lumber Co., lumber 1.60
Davis Emergency Equipment Co., rechg. cylinders 7.55
Depot Sq. Auto Supply Co., gasoline, oil 368.60
The Gamewell Co., supplies, labor and material 519.76
The Garland Co., supplies 4.42
J. M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 14.59
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Jenny Mfg. Co., gasoline 67.84-
Charles F. Kellom & Co., Inc., oil 19.20
Laconia Auto Wreck Co., parts 4.75
Laconia Electric Co., labor 36.26
Laconia Furniture Co., supplies 21.90
Laconia Malleable Iron Co., supplies 4.70
Laconia Water Co., service 67.00
Lougee Robinson Co., supplies 19.18
S. D. McGloughlin Co., fuel 128.25
New England Tel & Tel Co., service 130.18
Palmer iSimpson Co., supplies 45.17
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 3.03
Public Service Co. of N. H., labor and material 82.06
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 437.19
Swift & Co., supplies 4.80
Taunton Electro Chemical Co., supplies 3.90
Tetley Box Co., printing 2.45
G. H, Tilton & Son Co., waste 2.00
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service 12.00
F. W. Woolworth Co., supplies .80
Mrs. Elmer Cutting, laundry 130.00
Defiance Spark Plugs Inc., supplies 26.50
Harry Dame, labor and material 29.57
Duro Test Corporation, supplies 14.52
Peter Dutile, fuel 128.08
Fellows Garage, gasoline 14.41
Mellion Fillion, labor 2.00
Fortin Bros., refinishing truck 7.00
Globe Rubber Works, Inc., coat 8.03
Arthur Godbout, labor 18.16
George A. Head, electrical supplies 1.20
Charles A. Hoagland, repairing radiator 20.25
W. D. Huse & Sons, supplies 5.08
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John King, labor painting fire boxes 20.00
Laconia Filling Station, gasoline 1.00
Laconia Tire Service, labor and material 13.30
Lake City Laundry, laundry 22.46
Howard Lyman, supplies 5.00
H. L. Mansfield, labor watching 10.40
Frank Monahan, repairs on fire alarm 15.92
Joseph J. Morin, supplies 5.23
J. J. Moreau & Son, supplies 72.38
Munsey & Brazil, premium on insurance 21.60
F. W. Muzzey, labor and material 3.25
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 96.83
Charles Niedner & Sons Inc., supplies 33.47
Dennis O'Shea, merchandise 11.64
Frank L. Parent, labor 5.00
Melcher & Frescott Agency, prem. on ins. 12.50
A. T. Quimby & Son, supplies 9.30
Quimby Drug Store, supplies 1.60
J. L. Roberts, fuel
556.00
Leonard H. Rollins, supplies 6.00
Arthur St. Peter, labor 3.80
E. C. Sargent, inspection 100.00
Smith's Lumber Yard, supplies .32
A. W. Spring, cash paid out 108.29
State of N. H. Forestry Dept. 22.50
Steamer Mt. Washington 100.00
G. W .Tarlson, supplies 45.80
Tavern Garage Inc., supplies -45
Texaco Service Station, gasoline 362.41
Joseph H. Valliere, supplies 48.57
H. Wakeman, labor 8.00
B. G. Walker, supplies 3.40
L. B. Warren, supplies 41.14
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Charles Waterman, repairs .50
Pay Roll, forest fires 36.90
Pay Roll, repairing roof and shoveling snow from
hydrants 84.56
Engineers and Drivers Pay Rolls 11,504.69
Hook & Ladder Co. 1 Payroll 1,216.42
Hook & Ladder Co. 2 Payroll 1,216.42
Weirs Hose Co. 1, Payroll 320.80
Engine Co. 1 Payroll 1,456.32
Engine Co. 2 Payroll 1,216.42





The Citizen Publishing Co., notices $1.58
Tetley Box Co., printing 4.10
James, E. Evans, burying dead animals 92.00
E. J. Gage, cash paid out 36.32
Arthur A. Jewett, wood 5.00
Lucien N. Paquette, groceries for quarantine patient 20.07
Ouimby Drug Store, supplies 8.00
Story Drug [Store, supplies 21.08
B. F. Swain, milk 5.10
Melba Stuart, microscope for milk inspection 100.00
Wilcox & McGowan, ice 1.75
Forrest Smith, salary as milk inspector 1,125.00
Earl J. Gage, salary as member of Board of Health 500.00
J. G. Quimby, salary as member of Board of Health 200.00
W. E. Floyd, salary as member of Board of Health 50.00
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Public Service Co. of N. H., supplies 8.96
Western Union Telegraph Co., rent of clock 3.00
Peter Dutile, fuel 347.95
Joseph Guay, painting city hall 210.25
George A. Head, supplies .25
J. W. Jacques, repairing awning 5.25
John C. Jenot, repairing roof 47.00
Charles P. Lougee, cleaning locks 1.50
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, prem. on ins. 112.50
John B. Morin, premium on insurance 18.75
Wilfred J. Poire, labor painting 27.00
A. T. Quinby & Son, supplies 71.40
H. C. Sanborn, supplies 4.03
Joseph H. Valliere, labor and material 24.40
William Warren, slabs 5.00
Janitors payroll 1,089.00




Transfer from rent Pearl St. Grounds 231.00
Transfer from Excess and Deficiency acct. to bal. 929.43
$9,160.43
Paid as Follows:
Ass'n. of N. H. Assessors, dues $2.00
Automotive Service Bureau, printed lists 23.99
E. G. Baker, envelopes 8.75
Fred Blais, trucking 2.00
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G. J. Blais, making keys 1.75
Carl F. Blaisdell, care of town cemetery 12.00
Boston & Maine R. R., rent of land 1.00
Harry T. Burleigh, rent Pearl St. Grounds 231.00
Byse Insurance Agency, premium on insurance 5.00
George W. Caldwell, grave markers 9.00
Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co., lumber 39.73
Ben P.Branham Co., reference books 2.12
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., service 5.00
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing city reports
and blanks 1,252.29
F. W. Clay Co., labor and material 2.75
Delisle's Baggage Co., labor moving booths 2.00
Depot Sq. Auto Supply Co., gas and oil 361.93
Dex Sales Co., copy holder 7.50
Diamond Match Co., lumber 5.13
Edson C. Eastman Co., conditional sale books 18.35
General Electric Supply Co., supplies 618.44
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 12.99
C. Howard Hunt Pen Co., pens 3.00
Allan W. Kellogg Sales Co., mostener 6.00
Laconia Printing Co., printing 60.15
Laconia Water Co., service 85.05
Lougee Robinson Co., supplies 12.00
H. A. Manning Co., city directories 64.00
Neal Printing & Binding Co., inventory books 52.38
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., service 178.22
J. P. Pitman & Co., upplies 6.95
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 150.21
Public Service Co. of N. H., repairs and material 2.75
Royal Typewriter Co., typewriters 182.75
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Tetley Box Co., printing envelopes and tax notices 12.45
Todd Sales Co., supplies 3.00
Guy O. Colby, postage and envelopes 3.88
Colonial Theatre, rent of theatre for Grangers 457.00
W. G. Cotton, labor and material 4.20
Eugene F. Dean, labor setting up and removing booths 9.00
Fred Delisle, trucking 9.50
Amos J. Dinsmoor, stamped envelopes 364.26
Mrs. Lillian P. Dow, service as Secretary of
Trust Funds 100.00
Paul Eisenhardt, supplies 5.50
James E. Evans, delivering ballots 3.00
Earl Flanders, cash paid for express & postage 39.13
Fortin Brothers, supplies 31.26
Forrest Diner, meals for ward officers 111.25
Fuel Account, fuel 5.00
Elva M. Gallagher, taking poll tax lists 35.00
Charles W. Haley, premium on insurance 72.50
A. H. Harriman, rent of hall for clinic 100.00
Leon & Hayes, supplies 5.35
Donald A. Hunt, supplies 1.76
Martha E. Johnson, expenses to tax meeting 10.75
Otto G. Keller, refreshments for Grangers 80.00
Charles L. Kimball, expenses to tax meeting 10.24
Laconia National Bank, rent on safe deposit box 33.00
Laconia St. R JR., service 15.00
Carl Larson, supplies 28.77
Isabell C. Lewis, services 8.00
Lettie B. Locke, meals for ward officers 19.25
Edward L. Lydiard, printing 15.25
Mahers' Book Store, supplies 21.20
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W. J. McDuff, labor and supplies 23.66
The Melcher & Prescott Agency ,prem. on ins. 335.00
John B. Morin, premium on insurance 12.50
J. J. Moreau & ,Son, supplies 1.49
Munsey & Brazil, premium on insurance 26.50
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 3.57
Nat'l Reemployment Office, asst. and maint. 340.00
Mathevv Newell, postage 3.00
The News & Critic, printing ballots 110.70
Michael O'Mara, labor 5.00
Palace Cafe, meals for ward officers 31.50
Wm. J. Paquette, taking poll tax lists 35.00
George J. Perry, labor 172.89
Ruth E. Philbrick, rent of shed and lot 26.76
Charles E .Carroll, expenses incident to solicit-
ing new industries 500.00
Morgan Estate, land damage 50.00
F. E. Normandin, settlement of case, Rebecca
Houle vs. City of Laconia 25.00
Ruth E. Philbrick, land & building on Lindsey St. 1,000.00
E. N. Sanborn, damage on Gilbert street 50.00
Est. Benjamin Piscopo, rent of store for voting place 45.00
Plum's Restaurant, meals for ward officers 30.40
Remington Rand, Inc., typeywriter ribbons 4.00
A.. C. S. Randlett, expenses to tax meeting 6.60
George Rollins, labor 43.40
Daniel M. Rowe, use of old Armory for voting 126.00
Amos St. Jacques, meals for ward officers 17.15
Oscar St. Jacques, meals for ward officers 25.30
Elizabeth H. Sanborn, recording deeds 34.45
J. B. Sanborn, setting up and taking down booths 16.21
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W. D. Sanborn, labor and material installing
traffic signals 512.63
Bernice M. Seaverns, services 65.00
Ellis Smith, supplies 1.75
Smith's Lumber Yard, lumber 7.07
Town of Gilford, taxes on Philbrook land 18.40
United Spanish War Veterans, convention 100.00
W'm. Warren, storing band stand 18.00
The Webster [Print, printing 13.00
Harold E. Wescott, services preparing applica-
tion for} government loan 104.60
Western Union, rent of clock 13.50
Wheeler and Clark, supplies .32
Winnipesaukee Lunch and Tea Room, meals for
ward officers 12.65
Paid Marriage Returns
Rev. Alberto A. Bennett .25
Harrison A. Brann .25
John Brophy .25
Ernest R. Caswell 1.00
James T. Crowley .75
James T. Dallas .25
Harry F. Davis; Justice of the Peace .25
Earl Flanders, Justice of the Peace .25
Rev. Irving Adams Flint .25
Franklin Frye .25
George E .Gilchrist .25
R. W. Grassar .50
Herbert A. Griffin, Justice of the Peace .50
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'Rlev. Edmond J. Guay
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B. W. Baker .50
H. A. Cheney .25
J. W. Coolidge .25
Earl Flanders .25
Dr. Earl Gage 5.50
E. P. Hodgdon 1.00
Mary J. Hoyt .25
Dr. P. R. Hoyt 5.75
Laura Jacques .50
A. J. LaFrance 3.00
A. P. LaFrance 9.00
Abby N. Little 1.25
A. Normandin 21.50
M. Alice Normandin 23.75
J. Sherman Norris .25
J. R. Perley 17.00
R. W. Robinson 6.75
C. L. Smart 10.50
R. J. Turley 2.00





Excess and deficiency acct. to balance 1,414.70
$5,462.36
Paid Aged Assistance $5,462.36
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation $3 1 ,000.00
Received for commitments 32.00
$31,032.00
Paid as Follows :
G. J. Blais, cutting keys $4.45
Blue Willow Lunch, meals for officers 38.70
Dr. L. R. Brown, professional services 5.00
Howard W. Byse, premium on insurance 99.15
Cantin Chevrolet Co., police car 1,112.00
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing 32.92
F. W. Clay Co., labor and material 8.28
W. S. Darley, Co., supplies 59.70
Depot iStp Auto Supply Co., labor and gasoline 122.69
Everson-Ross Co., badges 24.90
Fiebring Chemical Co., supplies 3.09
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 376.67
The Hodes Zink Mg. Co., supplies 3.34
Laconia Printing Co., printing 44.85
Lougee Robinson Co., supplies 40.70
Mine Safety Appliance Co., supplies 2.69
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., service 608.11
C. Pelissier Co., supplies 26.00
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 101.82
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 46.72
Public Service Co. of N. H., police and traffic
signals 85.35
Traffic Equipment Co., supplies 39.83
Western Union Telegraph Co., time service for 1 year 18.00
Norman Drouin, commitment to state hospital 13.00
Federal Laboratories, supplies 140.71
Goodnow-Hunt Pearson, caps 12.30
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John F. Hopkins, supplies 1.00
W. D. Huse & Sons, supplies 9.43
Laconia Fire Department, heating lockup 50.00
M. Linsky & Bros., merchandise 5.25
Maher's Bookstore, supplies 48.10
Joseph Minnon's Lunch, lunches for prisoners 14.05
Joseph J. Alorin, supplies 1.85
J. J. Moreau & Son, supplies 1.48
Muzzey & Hopkins, lahor and material 3.88
Thomas O'Mara, assistance 4.00
Dennis O'Shea, merchandise 30.25
J. F. Palmborg, supplies 4.08
Perreault Men's Shop, merchandise 4.00
A. T. Ouinby & Son, supplies 6.90
Remington Rand Inc., supplies 6.00
Wesley D. Sanborn, labor and material 8.30
Signal Service Corp., signs 12.00
Smith's Lumber Yard, labor and material 5.80
Tavern Garage Inc., gasoline 20.42
S. E. Tyler, supplies 8.22
B. G. Walker, supplies 4.30
M. G. Wiley, professional services 5.00
Pay Rolls 27,346.92





Regis H. Leavitt, services as Public Health





Charles E. Carroll, service as Mayor 1 year $300.00
George W. Tarlson, councilman 1 year 50.00
J. Aime Dickner, councilman 1 year 50.00
Howard W. Byse, councilman 1 year 50.00
Henry I. Burbank, councilman 1 year 50.00
George C. Stafford, councilman 1 year 50.00
Frank D. Sleeper, councilman 1 year 50.00
J. Grant Ouimby, assessor 1 year 700.00
Charles L. Kimball, assessor 1 year 600.00
A. C. S. Randlett, assessor 1 year 600.00
Harold E. Wescott, city solicitor 1 year 500.00
Earl Flanders, service as City Clerk 1 year 3,000.00
Ethel M. Aldrich, assisting city clerk 1 year 954.00
Clarence S. Newell, city treasurer 1 year 400.00
Martha E. Johnson, service as tax collector 1 year 1,800.00
Doris C. Carpenter, assisting tax collector 702.33
Ernestine McCrillis, assisting tax collector 117.33
Katie G. Danforth, assisting tax collector 11.20
Dr. L. R. Brown, service as City Physician 1 year 200.00
Mathew Newell, service as sealer of Weights
and Measures, 1 year 225.00
Willis G. Watson, member of Board of Public
Works, 1 year 100.00
Harry L. Smith, member of Board of Public
Works, 1 year 100.00
Oscar L. Hoyt, member of Board of Public
Works, 1 year 100.00
Pay Roll Moderators 120.00
Pay Roll, Ward Clerks 180.00
Pay Roll, Selectmen 246.00
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Pay Roll, Inspectors of Election 280.00
Pay Roll, Supervisor of Checklist 864.00




Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1934 $32,872.56
Received from tuitions and materials 6,288.79
Transfer from Excess and Deficiency 1,275.00
$40,436.^5
Paid as Follows :
G. J. Blais, repairs $7.95
Civic Education Service, books 45.50
American Type Founders Co., manual arts supplies 3.58
Boston Music Co., music 2.40
Boulia Gorrell Lumber Co., supplies 116.40
Milton Bradley Co., supplies 4.51
Broadhead-Garret Co., supplies 2.60
Carter, IRice & Co., supplies 8.45
J. H. Chase, Co., repairs 10.00
Citizen Publishing Co., printing .45
F. W. Clay & Co., repairs 4.25
Delisle's Baggage Co., supplies 3.50
John M. Guay Hardware Co., manual arts supplies 43.92
Philip H. James Co., supplies 6.03
Laconia Water Co., repairs 2.96
Linde Air Products Co., manual arts supplies 5.12
Lougee Robinson Co., repairs 9.03
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McGloughlin Iron & Brass Fdy. Co., manual art
supplies 2.50
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., administration- 105.71
J. H. Osgood Co., manual arts supplies 6.44
Palmer-Simpson Co., janitor supplies .59
J. P. Pitman & Co., manual arts repairs 5.10
Public Service Co., of N. H., service 515.32
Public Service Co., of N. H., supplies 30.84
Quality Saw Co., manual arts supplies 2.00
Rival Co., supplies 3.18
Rowe-Peterson & Co., books 2.82
Standard Electric Time Co., repairs 23.96
Swift & Co., janitor supplies 16.50
West Disinfecting Co., janitor supplies 27.44
World Book Co., books 1.42
C. C. Dame, repairs 21.29
Joseph Dauphlin, transportation 552.00
Peter Dutile, fuel 322.50
Stephen Daye Press, books 3.46
Guaylord Bros. Inc., manual arts supplies 8.49
Wilbur D. Gilpatric, supplies 139.84
John S. Gilman, administration and supplies 123.36
W. D. Huse & Sons, manual arts supples 1.05
Laidlaw Bros., books 24.48
Lake City Laundry, supplies .94
Lyons & Carnahan, books 3.86
J. J. Moreau & Son, manual arts supplies 17.66
Joseph J/Morin, repairs 25.54
Muzzey & Hopkins, manual arts supplies 33.46
N. H. Board of Underwriters, manual arts 1.40
The Papercrafters Inc., supplies 32.05
Quimby Drug IStore, health supervision 5.92
Edward H. Quimby, supplies 51.95
J. L. Roberts, fuel
633.84
H. C. Sanborn, home economics 58.25
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Chas. Scribners, Sons, books 12.27
Scott & Williams, manual arts and administration 12.57
Shastany & Caron, transportation 603.00
Smith's Lumber Yard, manual arts supplies 30.15
John St. Clair, repairs 3.00
Story Drug Store, health supervision 1.18
Teachers College, 3.63
Harold E. Tefft, trucking 4.00
B. G. Walker, repairs 37.82
Irving L. White, supplies 9.23
Willey's Express, supplies 5.48
Well's Pub. Co., books 5.00
Pay Rolls 36,610.69





Received, tuitions and materials 4.200.47
Received from dogf licenses 1,591.20
$118,291.67
Paid as Follows:
Allyn & Bacon, books $300.02
American Geographical Soc, books 15.00
American Techinical Soc, manual arts supplies .91
David Ayre, manual arts supplies 4.45
G. J. Blais, repairs .75
Byse Insurance Agy., insurance 172.80
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Civic Education, service, books 158.72
American Book Co., books 149.46
American Type Founders Co., manual arts supplies 29.65
Edward E. Babb & Co., books and supplies 238.86
Baker & Co., supplies 1.45
The Baker & Taylor Co., books 12.52
F. J. Barnard & Co., books 254.67
Beckley-Cardy Co., books 36.80
Beacon Wiper [Supply Co., janitor supplies 42.75
Boston Music Co., music 67.94
Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co., repairs and manual
art9 supplies 470.38
Milton Bradley Co., supplies 276.98
Brodhead-Garret Co., manual arts supplies 57.14
Brown-Sharpe Mfg. Co., manual arts supplies 16.60
Bruce Pub. Co., books 6.73
Qambosco Scientific Co., supplies 6.95
Carter Rice Co., manual arts supplies 45.18
Benjamin Chase Co., health supervision 5.35
Chicago Apparatus Co., supplies 60.83
F. W. Clay & Co., repairs 2.46
Dallman & Co., janitor supplies 8.38
John Day Co. Inc., supplies 2.38
Dettra Flag Co. Inc., flags 21.12
C. B. Dolge Co., janitor supplies 31.87
Andrew Dutton Co., janitor supplies 15.84
Fuller Brush Co., janitor supplies 15.31
General Electric Co., manual arts supplies 5.88
Gifford Supply Co., janitor supplies 42.24
Ginn & Co., books 350.15
Gregg Pub. Co., books 13.18
John M. Guay Hardware Co., manual arts supplies 206.69
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 775.03
Harcourt Brace & Co., books 108.06
D. C. Heath & Co., books 271.34
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J. I. Holcomb, janitor supplies 25.65
Henry Holt & Co., books 16.27
A. C. Horn Co., repairs 119.00
Houghton Mifflin Co., books and supplies 32.48
Iroquois Pub. Co., books 15.71
Philip H. James Co., supplies 45.07
Geo. T. Johnson Co., janitor supplies 41.25
C. M. Kimball Co., janitor supplies 4.00
Laconia Water Co., service 473.82
Linde Air Product Co., supplies 16.92
J. B. Lippencott Co., books 9.27
Lougee Robinson Co., supplies 125.22
H. A. Manning Co., administration 15.00
Masury-Young Co., janitor supplies 41.90
McGloughlin I. & B. Fdy. Co., manual arts supplies,
repairs 1,008.03
McGraw-Hill Book Co., books 3.11
The MacMillan Co., books 106.11
Manchester Supply Co., supplies 1.93
J. B. Miller-Keylers Lock Co., supplies 101.48
New England Tel & Tel. Co. administration 180.64
Newson & Co., books 75.20
Norton Co., manual arts supplies 7.56
J. H. Osgood, manual arts supplies 15.00
Oxford Book Co., books 18.86
Page Belting Co., manual arts supplies 12.45
Palmer-Simpson Co., janitor supplies 70.54
Phillips Paper Co., supplies 46.04
Pioneer Mfg. Co., janitor supplies 30.00
J. P. Pitman & Co., repairs and supplies 19.12
Popular Science Pub. Co., books 17.50
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 616.60
Public Service Co. of N. H., supplies 45.43
Quality Saw Co., supplies 4.00
Remington Rand Co., equipment 290.40
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Royal Typewriter Co., equipment 378.00
Seneca Falls Mach. Co., manual arts supplies 17.22
Shakum Print. Mach. Co., manual arts supplies 12.50
E. H. Sheldon & Co., manual arts supplies 1.65
Silver Burdett Co., books 14.82
Simond Saw & Steel Co., manual arts supplies 5.15
Spaulding Moss, Co., supplies 43.39
Spencer Co. of Boston, janitor supplies 42.80
Standard Electric Time Co., repairs 125.75
Swift & Co., janitor supplies 35.75
Underwood Elliott Fisher Co., equipment 120.00
U. S. Duplicator Co., supplies .88
Welles Pub. Co., books 43.08
West Disinfecting Co., janitor supplies 104.32
John C. Winston Co., books 462.54
F. W. Woolworth Co., supplies 5.50
World Book Co., books 72.01
P. F. Collier & iSon 71.10
Joseph Dauphin, transportation 546.00
Susan P. Davis, janitor supplies 10.55
Emile Deblois, repairs 75.00
Peter Dutile, fuel and janitor supplies 862.50
Paul Eisenhardt, supplies 6.00
Farrar & Rinehardt, books 3.71
Fortins, books 5.00
Robert A. Foss, printing 15.00
Wilbur D. Gilpatric, supplies 208.96
Gledhill Bros. Inc., supplies 64.14
Joseph Guay, repairs 231.55
John S. Gilman, administration 42.43
John M. Guay & Son, repairs 438.60
J. W. Haddock, janitor supplies 15.00
W. J. Haddock, fuel 60.00
B. C. Hall, health supervision 4.28
George A. Head, manual arts supplies and repairs 3.38
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Geo. T. Hennessey, repairs 55.55
Harry Houston, supplies 27.52
Hy-Gien Laboratories Inc., supplies 87.95
Industrial Steel Corp. Inc., manual arts supplies 28.72
Laidlaw Bros. Inc., books 20.90
Lakeport Sub. Agy., magazines 11.00
Lake City Laundry, supplies 3.13
Melcher & Prescott, Agy., insurance 728.00
Lyons & Carnahan, books 5.73
E. J. McCrillis, health supervision 3.11
Manual Arts Press, supplies 1.92
Melcher & Prescott, Ggy., insurance 728.00
Marion E. Mellinger, health supervision 104.03
Chas. E. Merrill, books 362.42
F. C. Merrill, repairs 8.00
J. J. Moreau & Son, supplies 45.89
J. B. Morin, insurance 96.00
Joseph J. Morin, repairs 7.34
Paul E. Morin, home economics 19.61
M, J. Murphy, repairs 390.86
Muzzey & Hopkins, manual arts supplies 1,272.60
National Education, Assn. 4.14
Thos. Nelson & Son, books 3.00
New York Times 5.00
Noble & Noble, books 2.55
F. E. Normandin, member of school board 14.00
John O'Connor, repairs 6.00
Orient Spray, janitor supplies 84.00
Dennis O'Shea, supplies .60
The Papercrafters Inc., supplies 39.22
James Payson, member of school board and repairs 13.50
Geo. Pelchat, repairs 22.40
Albert Peruse, repairs 28.00
Wayne M. Plummer, member of school board 17.00
Prentice & Hall Inc., books 30.99
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A. T. Quinby & Son, manual arts supplies 45.87
Edward H. Quimby, supplies 49.20
Remington Rand Inc., administration 69.38
Reynal & Hitchock, supplies 9.84
E. J. Roberts, member of school board 5.00
J. L. Roberts, fuel 2,231.93.
Russell iSage Founders Corps., 2.00
Chellis I. Sanborn, repairs 7.50
H. C. Sanborn, home economics 5.21
R. A. Sanders, janitor supplies 40.19
School Arts Magazines, magazines 5.50
Scott & Williams, manual arts supplies 57.76
Science Service, supplies 1.00
Chas. Scribners Sons, books 13.99
Shade Service Bureau, janitor supplies 27.05
iShastany & Caron, transportation 606.40
S. Simblest, books 9.00
Jennie Simpson, member of. school board 15.00
C. L. Smart, member of school board 14.00
Smith's Lumber Yard, manual arts 53.40
Story Drug Store, health supervision 1.71
State of N. H., Supt.'s salary 2,400.00
Harold E. Tefft, trucking 4.00
G. E. Thyng, janitor supplies 5.76
S. E. Tyler, repairs 329.66
United States ^Society, books 14.40
U. S. Duplicator, supplies 6.93
Joseph LI. Valliere, repairs 76.67
B. G. Walker, repairs 16.26
Willeys Express, supplies delivered 34.37
World Peace Found, books 8.82
Bureau of Publications, books 2.53
Teacher and Janitors, Pay Rolls 53,387.36
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1935 43,053.36
$118,291.67




Public Service Co. of N. H., service $19,788.30




Received from refunds 134.00
Transfer from Excess and Deficiency to balance 922.35
$11,056.35
Paid as Follows:
City aid furnished dependents $1,311.48




Net Receipts for year 1934 $1,741.19
Paid as Follows :
Edson C. Eastman Co. Inc., dog tags $23.05
Earl Flanders, cash paid out for postage 12.69
James E. Evans, killing and burying dogs 26.00
Robert A. Foss, dog notices 4.25
Howard A. Smith, damage done by dogs 9.00
James E. Evans, salary as dog officer 75.00
Balance transfer to School Dept. 1,591.20
$1,741.19
FUEL ACCOUNT
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1934 $376.90
[Received for fuel delivered to poor 3,218.00
Excess andi deficiency account to balance 226.28
$3,821.18
Paid as Follows :
Edward Bolduc, wood $525.25
Boulia Gorrell Lumber Co., lumber 35. 04
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 26.26
Wilfred E. Clark, sawing wood 16.00
Wilfred Cyr, wood 696.00
Homer Dutile, wood 82.25
J. E. Evans, delivering wood 580.50
Edgar Garland, wood 383.50
D. J. Glines, trucking 45.75
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Fred D. Glines, sawing wood 69.63
j. W. Haddock, hauling wood 22.25
Lyle Heath, wood 100.00
Oscar L. Hoyt, wood 434.00
Edith M. James, wood 35.0OJ
Ed Marcoux, wood 156.00
Wm. T. Marsh, wood 333.00
Herbert McFarlin, sawing wood 29.25
H. E. Rowen, wood 6.00
Chester A. Randlett, wood 157.50
Wm. Warren, delivering wood 88.00
$3,821.18
GALE PARK FUND
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1934 $1,059.65
Received from C. J. Hayford, Trustee Gale Trust
Funds 921.36
$1,981.01
Paid as Follows :
Belknap County Farmers Echange, supplies $2.25
Laconia Water Co., service
O. R. Flack, labor
Lewis Lavallee, labor
Chas. Monahan, labor
A. T. Quinby & Son, supplies
F. S. Roberts, plants
Alcide Roy, labor
W. D. Sanborn, supplies
B. G. Walker, labor and material






Transfer from Excess and Deficiency to balance
Paid as Follows :
E. II. Batchelder, plowing and harrowing
John H. Battis, plowing and harrowing
S. J. Clow, potatoes
J. \Y. Haddock, plowing and harrowing
Wm. Maheux, plowing and harrowing
Leon Morin, labor and team















Paid as Follows :
Laconia Water Co., service $3,559.37
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service 400.00




Paid N. Joy Harriman, Treasurer $4,000.00
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LEAVITT FUND
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1935 $226.92
Received income during year 528.42
Paid as Follows :
MEMORIAL DAY
$755.34
Harry Dame, supplies $4.50
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 3.00
W. E. Dunlap, labor building community house 350.00
B. E. Dodge, labor 9.65
The Melcher & Prescott Agy., insurance 37.50
Muzzey & Hopkins, labor 20.30
Henry Provencal, labor 17.25
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1935 313.14
$755.34
Appropriation $300.00
Paid as Follows :
The Boston Regalia Co., flags $59.50
Clow, The Florist, plants 8.00
Guy O. Colby, music 1.40
Joseph Guay, labor 15.48
Robert A. Foss, printing 9.75
Laconia Municipal Band, services 50.00
H. E. Morin, stamps 4.86
N. H. Dept. American Legion, grave markers 9.90
Frank W. Wilkins Post, No. 1, Drum Corps, service 60.00





Received, moth tax collected 240.40
Transfer from Excess and Deficiency to balance 4.86
$1,845.26
Paid as Follows :
Clow, The Florist, maples
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MOTOR VEHICLE TAX, 1935
Received for permits $6,764.75
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1935 $6,764.75
MUNICIPAL COURT
Net amount received from fines and costs $5,065.91
Paid as Follows :
Citizen Publishing Co., printing $17.00
Theo S. Jewett, service as special Justice 15.00
The Melcher & Prescott Agy., premium on bond 5.00
Earl Flanders, salary as clerk of Court 200.00
Fred A. Tilton, salary as probation officer 300.00
Harry E. Trapp. salary as Justice of Municipal
Court 1 year 1,200.00
State Fish and Game department 28.30
State Motor Vehicle department 2,154.84
Balance transfer to Excess and Deficiency Acct. 1,145.77
$5,065.91
OPECHEE PARK
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1934 $1,000.00
Paid as Follows:
Boulia Gorrell Lumber Co., lumber $248.50
Laconia Water Co., labor 2.00
Walter Cotton, labor 17.40
A. T. Ouinby & Son, supplies 95.40
Smith's Lumber Yard, supplies 19.35
Joseph H. Valliere, labor and material 270.30
A. C. Wyatt, cash paid out 4.55





Paid as Follows :
A. & P. iStore, supplies .72
Boulia Gorrell Lumber Co., lumber 19.39
Cook's Lumber Co., lumber 12.26
The Draper Maynard Co., supplies 93.74
John! M. Guay Hardware Co., supplies 6.39
Laconia Water Co., labor 18.00
Lougee Robinson Co., supplies 5.00
Public Service Co., service and labor 3.10
F. W. Woolworth, supplies 5.77
R. N. Clement, labor and transportation 12.67
Walter Cotton, service as special officer 25.00
Blynn Drouin, trucking 1.00
W. E. Dunlap, labor and material 132.47
Peter Dutile, fuel 7.50
Helen T. Ford, storage of equipment 8.00
D. Glines, Clay 9.00
Arthur Huckins, labor and sand 8.00
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 35.37
Chas. W. Peterson, cash paid out 35.17
Henry Provencal, labor 11.95
A. T. Quinby and Son, supplies 2.75
Alcide Roy, mowing 5.75
Ernest P. Smith, labor 14.80
Story Drug Store, medical supplies 1.25
O. W. Taylor, labor and material 19.50
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B. W. Walker, supplies 31.57
H. H. Winchester, labor 20.00
A. C. Wyatt, cash paid out 18.70-
Pay Rolls 608.00









Paid A. W. Dinsmoor, treasurer $5,800.00
PUBLIC WHARF, WARD SIX
Appropriation $100.00
Paid Lillian !R. Webster, rent of wharf $100.00
SKATING RINK
Appropriation $ 1 ,400.00
Paid as Follows :
Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co., supplies $82.67
Citizen Publishing Co., bids 5.40
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John M. Guay Hardware Co., supplies 27.31
Laconia Water Co., labor turning water off 2.00
Public Service Co. of N. H. labor and supplies 60.16
Amedee Decelles, labor 2.10
J. A. Dickner, supplies 45.70
Peter Dutile, fuel 7.50
Earl Flanders, snow scrapers 3.75
Fuel Account, wood 15.00
D. J. Glines, labor 10.10
Guay & Tardif, labor and material 67.40
W. D. Huse & Sons, supplies 8.52
O. W. Taylor, scraper 1.50
Gustave Morin, labor 3.30
J. J. Moreau & Son, supplies 5.18
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies and labor 50.00
Wm. Warren, labor 7.50
Pay Roll, Casino Square Rink 59.40
Pay Roll Laconia Rink 532.92
Pay Roll Lakeport Rink 315.61
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1935 86.98
$1,400.00
STATE ROAD WEIRS TO GILFORD
Appropriation $5,182.21




Paid Robert Wagner for lot $600.00
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VETERANS REUNION
Appropriation $500.00
Paid New Hampshire Veterans' Association $500.00
WALK ON R. R. BRIDGE, WEIRS
Appropriation $2,700.00




J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 1.25
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service 25.00
G. W. Tarlson, supplies 3.95
Jos. H. Valliere, labor and material 17.50
Balance transfer to Excess and Deficiency 52.30
$100.00
NOTES
Balance oustanding Feb. 15, 1934 $50,000.00
Received on notes during year 200,000.00
$250,000.00
Paid notes during year $175,000.00
Balance, liability Feb. 15, 1935 75.000.00
$250,000.00
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PAYMENT BRIDGE AND HIGHWAY
BONDS
Appropriation $4,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 21, 22, 23, and 24 $4,000.00
PAYMENT CITY HALL BONDS
Appropriation $2,000.00
Paid Bonds, No's. 15 and 16 $2,000.00
PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT BONDS
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds, No's. 19, 20 and 21 $3,000.00
PAYMENT SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS
Appropriation $1 1 ,250.00
Paid Bonds, No.'s. 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138,
139, 140, 141, 142, 143, and 144 $11,250.00
PAYMENT SERIAL NOTES
Appropriation $1,500.00
Paid Note No. 7 $1,500.00
PAYMENT SEWER AND FUNDING
BONDS
Appropriation $7,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76 and 77 $7,000.00
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PAYMENT TRUST FUND, SERIAL •
NOTES
Appropriation $2,000.00
Paid Note No. 6 $2,000.00
PAYMENT SEWER AND ROAD BONDS
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds, No's. 25, 26, and 27 $3,000.00
PAYMENT STREET AND SIDEWALK
BONDS
Appropriation $2,500.00
Paid Bonds No's. 13, 14, and 15 $2,500.00
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Amount received during the year: $1,575.00
Turned over to Trustees of Trust Funds $1,575.00
RENT OF PEARL STREET GROUNDS
Appropriation $225.00
Transfer from excess and deficiency acct. to bal 6.00
$231.00




Amount received for recording and other fees $632.70
Dr.
Transfer to excess and deficiency account $632.70
LICENSES
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Marie Nadeau 1.00
Laura Perry 1.00
Hutchinson Land Co. 1.00
Roscoe Ristroff 1.00
Fred M. Smith 1.00
Overland St.—Leo P. Gaudet 1.00
Ernest Croteau 1.00
Custer A. Sanborn 1.00
Annie Fortier 1.00
Joseph Lettre 1.00












Mrs. John Martin 1.00
Gilbert St.—Bie J. Hutton 1.00
H. Clevenson 1.00
Rollin Goodrich 1.00
Court St.—Diamond Match Co. 1.00
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Dr.
Revenue account, estimated receipts $3,000.00




Balance Feb. 15, 1934 $434,29
Amount raised by taxation 1934 1,822.50
Received on 1933 added taxes 156.09
Received on 1934 added taxes 1,425.12
Transfer from Excess and Deficiency Acct. 3,940.27
$7,778.27
Dr.
Amount abated on 1934 taxes $4,844.39
Amount abated on 1933 taxes 2,552.68
Amount abated on 1932 taxes 381.20
$7,778.27
PROPERTY SOLD CITY FOR TAXES
Balance of amount purchased on 1927, list, Feb.
15, 1934 $83.61
Amount redeemed $21.92
Amount charged off, (vote of council) 61.69
$83.61
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Balance of amount purchased on 1928 list, Feb.
15, 1934 $133.41
Amount redeemed $21.92
Amount charged off, (vote of council) 111.49
$133.41
Balance of amount purchased on 1929 list, Feb.
15, 1934 $62.80
Amount charged off, (vote of council) $62.80
Balance of amount purchased on 1930 list, Feb.
15, 1934 $177.09
Amount redeemed $41.89
Amount charged off, (vote of council) 109.65
Balance asset Feb. 15, 1935 25.55
$177.09
Balance of amount purchased on 1931 list, Feb.
15, 1934 $6,100.66
Amount redeemed $5,795.45
Amount charged off, (vote of council) 34.16
Balance asset, Feb. 15, 1935 271.05
$6,100.66
Balance of amount purchased on 1932 list, Feb.
15, 1934 $9,015.91
Amount redeemed $2,243.95
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1935 6,771.96
$9,015.91
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Amount purchased on 1933 list $10,648.20
Amount redeemed $3,256.00
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1935 7,392.20
$10,648.20
Balance of amount, previously sold, 1932 taxes,
paid by City, Feb. 15, 1934 $7,826.42
Amount redeemed $7,477.09
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1935 349.33
$7,826.42
Balance of amount, previously sold, 1933 taxes
paid by City, Feb. 15, 1934 $15,366.30
Amount redeemed $9,432.40






1934 motor vehicle fees $11,500.00
License fees 1,000.00
Miscellaneous 3,000.00
State of New Hampshire 28,827.26










Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1934 $71.50
Received from M. E. Johnson amount collected
during year $71.60
TAXES, 1931
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1934 $529.20
Received from M. E. Johnson amount collected
during year $368.52
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1934 160.68
$529.20
TAXES, 1932
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1934
Amount abated
Received from M. E. Johnson amount collected
during year
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TAXES, 1933
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1934 $43,831.38
Amount of added tax 156.09
$43,987.47
Amount abated $2,552.68
Received from M. E. Johnson amount collected
during year 40,234.41
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1935 1,200.38
$43,987.47
TAXES, 1934
Amount committed to M. E. Johnson for
collection $461,347.81
Amount of added tax 1,425.12
$462,772.93
Received from M. E. Johnson amount collected $388,471.77
Discount allowed for early payment of taxes 5,718.71
Amount abated 4,844.39
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1935 63,738.06
$462,772.93
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INVENTORY OF CITY PROPERTY
Gale Library and fund $170,000.00
Library lot 21,000.00
Opechee Park, North Main Street 10,000.00
Street Department 29,81574
Engineering Department 6,000.00
Street Sprinkling Department 1.275.00
Cost of Sewers 222,462,74
Sewer Department 496.50
Fire Department 46,778.00
Furniture, safes and books in Mayor's and City
Clerk's office and City Council room 2,000.00
City Hall property 36,000.00
Furniture and safe in Assessor's and Tax Col-
lector's offices 300.00
Church (Street bridge 44,242.60
Eliq Street bridge 21,079.97
Main Street bridge 21,658.25
Messer Street bridge 19,000.00
Fair Street bridge 30,000.00
High School building and furniture, Academy
Street 40,000.00
Bowman Street building and lot 10.000.00
Harvard Street building and lot 28,000.00
Gilford Avenue building and lot 11,000.00
Washington Street building and lot 14,000.00
Mechanic Street building and lot 14,000.00
Batchelder Street building and lot 14,000.00
New High School building and equipment 293,715,45
Horn Lot 400.00
The Weirs School building 2.000.00
Philbrook land 2,000.00
Philbrick land and building 1,000.00
$1,112,224.25
AUDITOR'S REPORT
To the Honorable Charles E. Carroll, Mayor, and the City
Council, Laconia, New Hampshire:
Gentlemen :
—
Pursuant of my duties as City Auditor, I have audited
the financial accounts of the City of Laconia for the fiscal
year ended February 15, 1935.
I present herewith the following Statements showing
the financial condition of the City as at February 15, 1935,
the appropriation accounts and the Excess and Deficiency
credits and debits during the year.
Exhibit I—Appropriations Account year ended Feb.
15. 1935.
Exhibit II—Excess and Deficiency Account.
Exhibit III—Balance Sheet as at Feb. 15, 1935.
Exhibit IV—Serial Debt as at Feb. 15, 1935.
The following items appearing in the balance sheet




The cash balance was verified by the various bank
statements with the records of the City Treasurer and
compared with the ledger of the City Clerk.
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Property sold to City for Taxes $14,460.76
During the year under review the city purchased un-
paid taxes assessed on real property as per the lists.
Taxes redeemed Paid by City $6,283.23
During the fiscal year ended Feb. 15, 1935 tax payers
redeemed subsequent taxes paid by City.
Accounts Receivable—Taxes $65,718.35
The collector's records of unpaid taxes were examined
by jme and lists were drawn thereupon by me and lists
were drawn therefrom and compared with the controlling
accounts in the City Clerk's ledger. I examined warrants
from the Assessors to the City Tax Collector covering
the commitments of taxes for 1934 and commitments of
additional taxes for 1934 and prior years. All abatements
of taxes were supported by properly approved vouchers
from the Assessors. Provision has been made for abate-
ments that may arise.
Deficit $4,816.40
This was due to unexpected expenses that arose during
the year and necessarily had to be taken care of.
LIABILITIES
Miscellaneous Liabilities $751.87
This account was reduced during the year. Interest
coupons due in prior years were presented for payment and
charged to this account.
Lcavitt Fund $313.14
The account was examined and verified.
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Motor Vehicles 1935 $6,764.75
The footings of the City Clerk's records of motor
vehicles' fees received were verified and the amounts were
checked with the City Treasurer's records.
Notes $75,000.00
Due to the delinquent tax payers this loan was neces-
sary to meet the current expenses of the City.
Unexpended Appropriations S49.481.59
Appropriations made during the year under survey were
verified with the records of the City Council. All Pay-
ments during the year were properly approved on the
Treasury Warrants. I examined the records of the City
Council and found approvals of all transfers.
Exhibit II of this report shows in detail the debits and
credits for the year under review.
SERIAL DEBT
The Serial Debt outstanding at Feb. 15, 1935 is detailed
in Exhibit IV of this report showing a net decrease of
$36,250.00. This Serial Debt has been steadily decreased
for six consecutive years and no new bonds have been
issued during that time. The Serial payments of Bonds
and Coupons were examined covering the debt matured
during the year.
CEMETERY FUNDS
The trust funds were invested as follows
:
Principal of Trust Funds—City Bonds $16,000.00
Principal of Trust Funds—Savings Bank 27.988.59
Principal of Trust Funds—2 Shares Laconia
Water Co. 100.00
Principal of Trust Funds—First Lib. Loan—4^4% 50.00
$44,138.59
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I examined the above Securities and pass books evi-
dencing the deposits in the savings banks. Expenditures
of trust funds during the year were supported by detailed
vouchers. The income and disbursements of all trust
funds were detailed and properly recorded on all trust fund
records.
LIBRARY TRUST FUNDS
The books of the treasurer were examined. The
securities and savings bank books were examined by me
and the balance of the commercial deposit was reconciled
with a statement from the depository. The expenditures
were properly vouched for.
I desire to express my appreciation of the courtesies,
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CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the accompanying balance sheet
and statement of Serial Debt reflect the financial condition
of the City of Laconia, as described by its books at the
close of the fiscal year ended Feb. 15, 1935. I further
certify that I have audited the income and expense accounts
of the iCity for the year and have found them correct as
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Year Ended February 15, 1935
Credits























Transfer to 1933 School $1,275.00
'Property Sold City for taxes:
List 1927




Year Ended February 15, 1935
Current Assets
Cash $42,613.70














Year Ended February 15, 1935
Total Serial Debt $347,000.00
Bridge & Highways $56,000.00
City Hall Bonds 24,000.00
City Improvement Bonds 39,000.00
School District Bonds 90,000.00
Serial Notes 11,500.00
Sewer Funding Bonds 40,000.00
Sewer & Road Bonds 33,000.00
Street Pavement Bonds 37,500.00
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SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS
Number of births 305
Number of marriages .... 124
Number of deaths 191
Number of births not previously recorded 15
Number of deaths occurring at Belknap County Farm 10
Number of bodies brought here for burial 53
By Chapter 106. N. H. Laws of 1917. the Clerks of
Cities and Towns are required to send a copy of every
child's birth certificate to its parents, and if said copy is
not received within sixty days from date of child's birth,
the parents should notify the City Clerk, in order that same
may be placed on record.
Efforts have been made to make the records of vital
statistics correct as\ possible. Should any error or omission
be detected, the City Clerk will appreciate the kindness
conferred by being informed of the same, that the, records
of the city may be made right.
EARL FLANDERS. City Clerk.
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